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Abstract
The past decade has seen the rapid development of different techniques to retrieve 
additional information from financial news. Various software and methods of news analytics are 
used to quantify textual information. Text sentiment extracts text’s attitude by counting negative 
words and has proved extremely useful in a variety of contexts. The literature interprets it in 
three ways: quantitative information, soft news, and psychological sentiment. In the first chapter, 
we use a quasi-natural experiment to show that text sentiment reflects primarily omitted 
quantitative information and does not capture soft news or sentiment. We first extract text 
sentiment from earnings call transcripts with dictionary and supervised-learning methods, and 
then compare how it predicts returns during overnight and intraday calls; specifically, whether 
text sentiment explains a larger portion of stock returns for overnight calls. The overnight and 
intraday cases differ only in the timing of a quarterly report. Overnight calls are dominated by 
quantitative news from a quarterly report, while the intraday cases contain mostly soft news and 
sentiment. Text sentiment explains overnight returns well but fails to predict returns or volatility 
during intraday calls. Thus, text sentiment reflects news only during periods dominated by 
quantitative information.
Using textual analysis, the second chapter provides evidence that earnings announcements 
contain mostly company-specific news and very little industry news. The main problem is how 
to estimate the causal effect of an earnings announcement on firm and industry stock returns 
given that many other factors could affect both returns. I address the identification problem by 
directly measuring earnings news with text sentiment extracted from earnings call transcripts. I 
find that text sentiment explains a large portion of announcer stock returns but very little of 
industry returns during earnings announcements. The result is robust to alternative measures of 
text sentiment and industry classification.
The third chapter finds that an earnings announcement emits information to option traders. 
I use textual analysis to separate the earnings news flow to equity and option markets. Text 
sentiment predicts stock price crash risk and volatility spike option estimates which illustrates 
separate earnings information flow to the option traders. I find that firm size and analyst 
coverage explain most of the predictability for volatility spikes. At the same time, text sentiment 
proves to be useful in prediction of sudden drops in stock price.
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1Chapter 1: What Does Text Sentiment Really 
Measure? Evidence from Earnings Calls
1.1 Introduction
Advances in technology triggered a research boom in applications of textual analysis in social 
sciences with sentiment analysis being particularly popular. Sentiment analysis extracts text’s attitude by 
identifying words that are correlated with a variable of interest, such as stock return and aggregates it in a 
single number called text sentiment. A simple example of text sentiment is counting negative words in a 
text. 
Hundreds of papers document the predictive ability of text–based sentiment measures in various 
contexts, but there is no consensus on how to interpret them.1 The literature interprets text sentiment in 
three ways: psychological sentiment, pure soft information, and omitted quantitative information.2 First, 
text sentiment may measure psychological sentiment. While in a good mood, investors overestimate 
expected cash flows and underestimate risks. Second, text sentiment can uncover pure soft information 
which cannot be extracted from numbers. For example, managers may hint on future acquisitions or 
products. Finally, text sentiment is correlated with quantitative information. For example, a purely 
quantitative statement that a company “posts a strong sales growth that surpasses expectations” has 
positive sentiment because of the words “strong” and “surpass.” Text sentiment substitutes quantitative 
variables that are known to the market but are omitted from an econometric analysis. Were we able to 
control for these quantitative variables, text sentiment would be redundant and lose its predictive ability.
What does text sentiment really measure? Which of the three interpretations prevails? The equity 
market is great place to study this question. A stock price quickly and fully absorbs company-specific 
news, while text sentiment is a less perfect information measure that reflects only a portion of the news 
flow. Thus, the news content of text sentiment can be measured by how much of same-period stock 
returns text sentiment is able to explain. Accordingly, stock returns serve as a benchmark for measuring 
information content of text sentiment. 
An ideal experiment would compare two periods, one with only quantitative news and the other 
with only soft news and sentiment.3 If text sentiment explains higher portion of stock returns during the 
                                                          
1 An incomplete list of popular text sources includes 10-Ks, earnings press releases, earnings calls, Wall Street Journal, Dow 
Jones newswire, FOMC minutes, IPO prospectuses, Internet message boards, social networks.
2 Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky, and Macskassy (2008); Li (2010); Price, Doran, Peterson, and Bliss (2011) interpret text 
sentiment as a measure of omitted quantitative news;  Antweiler and Frank (2004); Mayew and Venkatachalam (2012); Kothari, 
Li, and Short (2009); Davis, Piger, and Sedor (2012); Demers and Vega (2008); Larcker and Zakolyukina (2012) as pure soft 
information; Tetlock (2007); Garcia (2013); Feldman, Govindaraj,  Livnat, and Segal (2010) as investor sentiment.
3 Also, the text source and text analysis method should be the same in both periods, and the text source should reflect the 
news.
2first period, this will imply that text sentiment captures primarily quantitative news. In the special case 
where text sentiment has no ability to reflect soft news and investor sentiment, it will fail to predict returns 
during the second period. Obviously finding such an experiment is a challenge because news composition 
is unobservable and endogenous.
Our test comes close to the ideal experiment. We separate the three interpretations by comparing 
how much of same-period stock returns is explained by text sentiment during intraday versus overnight 
earnings calls. An earnings call is held a few hours after the release of quarterly earnings; management 
provides color on the numbers and answer analysts’ questions. Thus, the timing of a call is determined by 
the timing of an earnings announcement that is largely exogenous. Overnight and intraday calls have the 
same content, but an overnight call is accompanied by a huge amount of quantitative news from an 
earnings report. However, by the start of an intraday call, the overnight earnings release is already 
reflected in the stock price. Thus, quantitative news dominates the overnight period, while the time of 
intraday calls is full of soft news and sentiment. Figure 1.1 compares the timeline for the two cases. 
Overall, the timing of a quarterly report creates exogenous variation in news composition so that one case 
(overnight call) has mostly quantitative news while the other (intraday call) has mostly soft news and 
sentiment.    
We find that text sentiment can explain same-period stock returns only during periods with 
predominantly quantitative news. For the Lasso-based method, text sentiment explains 1.6% of the 
overnight stock returns controlling for earnings surprise and other standard variables.4 However, text 
sentiment fails to predict returns or volatility during intraday calls.5 Meanwhile, average volume and 
volatility are higher during earnings calls compared to non-call time indicating that investors trade on 
information from an earnings call that is not captured by text sentiment. Humans can read between the 
lines and extract soft information while machines cannot.
We interpret the main result as evidence that text sentiment captures only omitted quantitative 
information, and not soft news or investor sentiment. Return predictability is directly proportional to the 
amount of quantitative news. Both predictability and quantitative news are huge for the overnight period, 
and are small or zero during intraday earnings calls. At the same time, an earnings call is a major source of 
soft news and managerial sentiment. Both periods contain a comparable amount of soft news. Thus, if text 
sentiment captured mostly soft information, it would predict intraday returns, and the predictability would 
be comparable to the overnight case. Therefore, our empirical results are consistent with the omitted 
quantitative news hypothesis, and the results reject the soft news and psychological sentiment hypotheses.
If we could control for all quantitative information, then text sentiment would lose its predictive 
ability. We illustrate this point by a case study of volatility during intraday calls. If idiosyncratic volatility 
                                                          
4 If sentiment increases by one standard deviation, overnight stock returns will be 1.6% higher.
5 Busse and Green (2002) show that the market responds to media information in a matter of seconds.
3is measured relative to its average in the preceding hour, then text sentiment can predict from a call 
transcript whether volatility is high or low during an earnings call. A closer look reveals that the 
predictability relies heavily on the words “morning” and “afternoon.” Indeed, it is well known that 
intraday volatility exhibits U-shape seasonality – it is lowest around lunchtime and highest at the open and 
close of trading.6 Thus, volatility is decreasing during morning earnings calls and is increasing during 
afternoon calls. After we control for the starting time of a call, the correlation between text sentiment and 
volatility disappears.
Our results have several implications. First, researchers may want to refrain from interpreting text 
sentiment in casual terms. The word “morning” does not cause lower volatility, it simply indicates the 
time of the day. Additionally, a CEO’s sentiment may predict future accounting restatements, not because 
the CEO leaks insider information, but because she repeats public information that for which an 
econometrician does notn’t account for.  Second, human experts have a much better chance of extracting 
pure soft information from a text than machine-based methods. Third, text sentiment can reduce the 
omitted variable bias, because it captures a wide range of quantitative information. Finally, although we 
cover common text-sentiment methods, better methods will be developed in the future. These methods 
may start capturing soft information; however, they will be based on the same core principles and will be 
even better at capturing the omitted quantitative news. Thus, text sentiment will likely continue reflecting 
predominantly omitted quantitative information as the technology improves.
The paper provides additional insights on sentiment analysis in economics and finance. First, 
although the supervised-learning methods require more work, they substantially outperform the traditional 
dictionary approaches. The Lasso-based method explains 1.6% of close-to-open returns per standard 
deviation of text sentiment, while the financial dictionary yields only a 0.67% return. In addition, the 
dictionary methods have little to say about variables that are hard to measure on the positive/negative 
scale, such as volatility and volume. Second, the text sentiment of analysts’ questions predicts stock 
returns better than management’s answers and presentation (1.45% versus 0.56%). Finally, the supervised-
learning methods estimate a custom weight for each word. We identify a small group of words that are 
extremely useful for explaining overnight returns. Specifically, if analysts use the word “congratulations” 
multiple times in their questions, the return is 0.8% higher on average. But the word has no predictive 
power for intraday returns as analysts do not create news here; they only reiterate what the market already 
knows. 
A number of robustness tests validate the main result. The total amount of information released 
during the overnight period is larger than during an intraday call, which is reflected in larger overnight 
return volatility. The concern is that returns might be predictable because of the total amount of news 
                                                          
6 Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) show this for volume and Wood, McInish, and Ord (1985) for volatility.
4rather than its composition. We address it by showing that the main results remain qualitatively the same 
for subsamples of overnight and intraday calls with comparable return volatility. Specifically, we consider 
the following subsamples: (i) overnight calls with no earnings surprise, (ii) overnight calls with the same 
average volatility as in the intraday sample, and (iii) intraday calls with large earnings surprises. 
Overall, the paper provides intriguing insights into the inner-workings of text sentiment. It shows in 
what case machine-base textual analysis is useful and how to interpret its results.
1.2 Conceptual framework
This section introduces a simple conceptual framework for how stock return and text sentiment 
interact in reflecting the news flow. The framework suggests a test for assessing whether text sentiment 
captures quantitative news, soft news, and sentiment by comparing text sentiment and stock returns in 
certain situations. The information content of text sentiment is proportional to a portion of stock returns it 
can explain. Hence, stock returns serve as a benchmark information measure.
A stock price quickly aggregates all public information relevant for a company’s value. Thus, stock 
returns are an extremely good measure of quantitative and soft news as well as changes in investor 
sentiment. Stock returns can be represented in Eq. (1) as the sum of the three news components and the 
residual term that absorbs other relevant factors and noise. Obviously, the amount and composition of 
news change across stocks and in time. The news gets into prices though trading, thus the total amount of 
news from a given period can be approximated by total stock return volatility or trading volume. 
However, how much each news component contributes to the total is not observable.
SktRett=QuantNewst+SoftNewst+Sentimentt+et                              (1)
Text sentiment also measures news content but is obviously inferior to stock returns, which serve as 
a benchmark. Therefore, text sentiment captures only a fraction of each news component as reflected in 
Eq. (2). Here, text sentiment is transformed into stock return equivalent (e.g. with a regression) to make 
the units comparable.
TextSentimentt=wQN QuantNewst+wSN SoftNewst+wPS Sentimentt+t              (2)
0  wQN , wSN , wPS  1  
Stock returns and text sentiment capture the news flow through structurally different mechanisms. 
For stock returns, investors form opinions using their cognitive abilities and then exchange them through 
trading.  The mechanism for text sentiment has three main steps summarized in Eq. (3).  First, news is 
condensed into a text (like a two-dimensional picture of a three-dimensional world). Inevitably, a lot of 
detail is lost in this transformation, but hopefully the news essence is preserved in the text. Thus, a text 
must be relevant in order for it to reflect the news. Using product release news as an example, the picture 
of the new product is highly relevant, while a picture of a company logo is not. Second, a text analysis 
5method further condenses the news transcript into a single number, text sentiment. It is like telling from a 
single picture whether a person is happy or not. Thus, the text analysis method should be relevant to the 
specific application too. Finally, text sentiment is normalized with a regression to make the units 
comparable to stock returns. It is quite amazing that text sentiment is useful in many contexts given how 
much information is lost in the process.
Newst=t(QN,SN,PS)TexttMethosTextSentimenttwt                  (3)
Overall, both the news text and the text analysis method must be relevant for text sentiment to 
reflect the news flow well. This paper studies complete transcripts of earnings calls, one of the most 
relevant sources of firm-specific news.  We use a representative variety of currently available methods;
future methods will work on the same principles and likely have similar properties.
The main question of which of the three news components prevails in text sentiment can be restated 
in terms of relative magnitude of the news weights in Eq. (2).  If text sentiment measures primarily 
quantitative news, then its weight will be much larger than for soft news and sentiment. However, Eq. (2) 
cannot be easily estimated because the news components (QuantNewst,SoftNewst,Sentimentt) are not 
observed, a severe identification problem. We observe only two measures of news (stock returns and text 
sentiment) and a rough estimate of total news amount with return volatility. 
The portion of stock returns that can be explained by text sentiment estimates weight average but 
not the individual weights. Accordingly, if we compare Eq. (1) and (2) and assume that the noise terms are 
uncorrelated, then the coefficient in the regression of stock returns on text sentiment will estimate an 
average of the weights from Eq. (2) weighted by news size. Thus, stock returns can be used as a 
benchmark news measure in this regression approach. The identification problem cannot be solved in 
general; however, if at certain time the news flow is exogenously dominated by one of the three 
components, then the regression will estimate the weight for this news component. 
Building on this idea, an ideal experiment would compare two periods – one with only quantitative 
news and the other only with soft news and sentiment.  If text sentiment explains a higher portion of stock 
returns during the first period, this will imply that text sentiment captures primarily quantitative news. If 
text sentiment has no ability to pick soft news and investor sentiment, then it will fail to predict returns 
during the second period. However, a number of additional conditions must be satisfied. Text source and 
the text-processing method should be consistent across the two periods. Also, the periods must be 
identified exogenously (without relying on news texts).7 Obviously, finding such an experiment is a 
challenge because news composition is endogenous.
                                                          
7 For example, if one assumes that the quantitative news component is proportional to the frequency of numbers in text, it 
will create an endogeneity problem.
61.3 Empirical test and hypothesis development
Our test comes close to the ideal experiment described in the previous section. We separate the three 
interpretations by comparing how text sentiment predicts same-period stock return during intraday versus 
overnight earnings calls. The overnight period is dominated by quantitative news, while intraday calls 
contain mostly soft news and sentiment. 
Earnings calls are held a few hours after an earnings release. Management walks investors through 
quarterly results, provides color on the numbers, and answers analysts’ questions. Earnings calls are 
broadcasted over the Internet in real time and are available to everyone. An earnings call is a major 
opportunity for analysts and investors to get insights directly from management. Thus, call transcripts are 
relevant and should capture the news flow well. Figure 1.1 compares the timeline for overnight and 
intraday calls.
Both overnight and intraday earnings calls have the same content and their timing is largely 
exogenous. Earnings are almost always released either before-market-open or after-market-close. The 
timing depends on headquarter location; East Coast companies usually report earnings before the open and 
then hold an earnings call during trading hours. Intraday and overnight calls have the same content. 
Indeed, if obvious time-related phrases (such as “good morning everybody”) are excluded, it is hard to tell 
based on the transcript whether a given call is overnight or intraday. 
Although the calls in both periods have similar content, the news flow has very different 
composition. Overnight calls are coupled with quarterly report releases making this period full of 
quantitative news; while during intraday calls, soft news and sentiment dominate because the quantitative 
information repeats the quarterly report. This quantitative information is already reflected in price because 
the market has been open for at least half an hour before an earnings call.
Thus, following the ideal experiment from the conceptual framework we compare return 
predictability for two periods, one dominated by quantitative news and the other by soft news and 
sentiment. This framework implies the following testable hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: If text sentiment reflects primarily quantitative news rather than soft news of 
sentiment, then text sentiment should explain a larger portion of returns for overnight calls compared to 
intraday calls.
Hypothesis 2: If text sentiment fails to predict intraday stock returns, then it does not capture soft 
news nor investor sentiment.
Hypothesis 3: If text sentiment reflects only omitted quantitative information, then after controlling 
for all relevant quantitative variables, text sentiment should lose its predictive ability.
We test these hypotheses in the next section and find strong support for the first two. Hypothesis 3 
is extremely is extremely hard to test because controlling for all quantitative factors is rarely feasible. 
7However, our volatility case study gives one example consistent with the last hypothesis. Text sentiment 
loses its ability to predict idiosyncratic volatility during an intraday call after we account for starting time 
and exclude obvious time references from a call transcript.   
1.4 Data and sample construction
Transcripts of earnings conference calls are obtained from Seeking Alpha, a popular website for 
stock market opinion and analysis. A transcript contains the entire content of an earnings call as well as 
the starting time and the list of participating executives and analysts. A number of filters ensure the quality 
of the final sample.8  The data is then merged with I/B/E/S, CRSP, TAQ, and Compustat. The final sample 
consists of 25,992 transcripts from 3,852 companies from January 2006 to August 2012. Almost all 
earnings calls are held on business days with roughly one half starting during trading hours. Figure 1.2 
shows the histogram of starting times. The vast majority of companies have earnings calls on the same day 
as earnings announcement.9
The subsample of overnight calls includes calls that start during non-trading hours between 
(between 4 pm and 9 am). For these, we focus on the close-to-open return that contains the call. The close-
to-open return is adjusted everywhere for overall market performance by subtracting returns for S&P500 
index ETF (SPY). The subsample of intraday calls include calls that that start between 10 am and 3 pm. 
Thus, all the overnight news including the earnings announcement are already reflected in the stock price 
when the call starts because the market has at least half an hour to process the news. For intraday earnings 
calls, we analyze stock returns from the start of the call until 90 minutes later. As more than 90% of calls 
end within 70 minutes, the market is given some time to process the call information after its end. The 
ending time is not reported in a transcript; however, the duration of a call can be estimated well by its 
word length. This point is supported by our analysis of manually-processed audio recordings for 500 
earnings calls.10
Summary statistics in Table 1.1 confirm that there is little difference between the overnight and 
intraday samples in terms of transcript length or firm characteristics.
                                                          
8 The sample excludes transcripts of less than 200 words or with incomplete company name, ticker, date, or time. We extract 
company name, ticker, date, and time from the first sentences of a transcript and then merge this information with CRSP and 
TAQ. To validate data quality, we compare our data with data from Earnings.com powered by Thomson Reuters and find about 
1% disagreement for conference call date and 2% disagreement for its time. Observations with stock price below $5 or market 
capitalization below 10 million dollars on the day before a call are excluded. We require a stock to have at least one year of stock 
price data before a call.
9 Earnings announcement dates are identified following a method of DellaVigna and Pollet (2009) who take a minimum 
between Compustat and IBES dates.
10 The duration estimates are derived from a regression analysis on a sample of 500 manually collected audio records of 
earnings calls from the end of 2010.We estimate the following regression of duration measured in seconds on the number of 
words in a transcript: 
LongWords0.21ShortWords51.0TotalWords0.714.48Duration
(-1.28))65.3-()84.6((5.99)

8For the close-to-open sample, an earnings call is coupled with an earnings announcement, thus we 
use a number of control variables that are standard in the earnings announcement literature including 
analysts dispersion, previous abnormal returns, and company characteristics (book-to-market, market 
capitalization, share turnover, analyst coverage). DellaVigna and Pollet (2009) show that the relation 
between earnings surprise (SUE) and announcement returns is non-linear, we account for this non-
linearity by having a separate variable for each SUE decile.  
1.5 Text sentiment measures
We use four measures of text sentiment that represent both dictionary and supervised-learning 
approaches. These two are the most popular approaches to text sentiment analysis at the moment. The 
development of the NLP literature for the last decade indicates that the future methods will likely use the 
same core principles and thus have similar properties. Although dictionary methods are still popular in 
academic finance, they are abandoned by computer scientists in favor of supervised-learning methods that 
are usually more effective.  
In the dictionary approach, words are split into a few categories such as “positive” or “active.” Each 
word in a category has the same weight. We use two dictionaries that are popular in finance literature: 
Harvard IV-4 psychological dictionary (Tetlock, 2008) is a general-purpose dictionary, and the financial 
dictionary of Loughran and McDonald (2011) is a specialized one. The main advantage of dictionary 
methods is that they are easy to implement and can be applied to small samples. 
Following the literature, dictionary-based sentiment measures are defined in two simple steps. First, 
we count the number of “negative” words according to a dictionary and then divide it by total length of a 
transcript. Previous literature establishes that out of all dictionary categories, only negative words can 
predict returns; in unreported results we find evidence consistent with this point. We reverse the sign so 
that more positive sentiment corresponds to higher stock returns.
a textin wordsofnumber Total
a text indictionary Harvardfrom wordsnegativeofNumber 
vFracNegHar 
(4)
In the second step, the fraction of negative words is normalized by subtracting mean and dividing by 
the standard deviation computed on the full sample. The normalization simplifies computing economic 
magnitudes as all our text sentiment measures have a standard deviation of exactly 0.01 in most 
regressions. Text sentiment for the financial dictionary is computed in the same way. 
1)-Tt:vFracNegHar(*100
1)-Tt:vFracNegHar(-vFracNegHar
NegHarv
i
ii
i 
 

(5)
The supervised-learning approach lets the data decide which words are important for a specific 
application and to what degree. Like in a regression, we learn a coefficient/weight for each word from 
9data rather than assigning it based on our prior beliefs as dictionary methods do. Essentially, a regression 
is estimated where each English word serves as a separate covariate predicting stock return, volatility or 
any other variable of interest. For example, one standard deviation increase in the word “congratulations” 
increases stock returns by 0.8%, while the word “impressive” only increases returns by 0.04%. The 
supervised-learning approach is much more powerful and flexible than the dictionary approach, but it 
requires more work and expertise. The supervised-learning approach is now the industry standard and is 
widely used in all sorts of applications.  
Special care is taken to avoid overfitting. The sample is split into five non-overlapping subsamples 
similar to standard cross-validation. Method parameters are estimated over four parts, and then the 
parameters are used to compute the predicted returns for the remaining fifth part. This way all the 
predictions are done out-of-sample. Thus, the coefficient estimates differ slightly for each part, but our 
analysis only needs predicted values. 
We use the two most popular supervised-learning methods: SVM and Lasso. These are default 
choices for classification (SVM) and regression (Lasso) in the machine learning literature if the number of 
covariates is large compared to sample size. An attractive feature of Lasso is that it assigns non-zero 
weights only to a relatively small fraction of the total dictionary making it easy to identify the words with 
most impact. Further details about SVM and Lasso measures can be found in Appendices B and C, while 
Appendix A explains how a text is preprocessed before it can be used as inputs to a text sentiment method.
A call transcript can be split into three parts: management presentation, analyst questions, and 
management answers. For some of the tests, we compute text sentiment separately for each of these parts.
1.6 Main results
Our main test compares how text sentiment predicts stock returns during intraday and overnight 
earnings calls. We show that while text sentiment predicts overnight returns extremely well, it fails to 
predict intraday returns. This result allows us to conclude that text sentiment captures primarily 
quantitative information.
For the overnight sample, the close-to-open return is predicted by text sentiment extracted from 
overnight earnings call. This period is dominated by quantitative news because an earnings call is coupled 
with an earnings release (Figure 1.1 clarifies the timeline). 
As mentioned above, text sentiment predicts overnight market-adjusted returns extremely well. As 
reported in Table 1.2, the general dictionary explains 0.5% of the overnight return while the financial 
dictionary does slightly better with a 0.67% return. These magnitudes are consistent with Tetlock et al. 
(2008) and Engelberg (2009) for the general dictionary and Loughran and McDonald (2011) for the 
financial dictionary. The first of the supervised-learning methods, SVM, performs slightly worse than the 
dictionary methods (with 0.34% return), perhaps because it is designed for discrete rather than continuous 
10
variables. Finally, Lasso outperforms all other methods by a larger margin. If Lasso-based text sentiment 
increases by one standard deviation, overnight stock returns will increase by 1.6%.11 Text sentiment has 
almost the same economic magnitude as SUE. After Lasso-based text sentiment is included in the 
regression, the R-square increases from 8% to 14%. 
Lasso not only performs better than other methods, it but also assigns custom weights to each word 
providing an insight into what drives the predictability. Words with the largest impact on returns are 
reported in Table 1.3. The list is consistent with human intuition about text sentiment. Most words with 
positive weights have positive linguistic meaning and the reverse for negative. Although this seems 
natural, remember that the method knows nothing except a call transcript and stock return, yet Lasso is 
able to filter out noise and build a good dictionary. Some of the top positive words include: “benefit,” 
“nice,” “improved,” and “strength.” Some of the top negative words include: “disappoint,” “delay,” 
“weakness,” “pressure,” and “revise.” However, the word “congratulations,” typically mentioned at the 
start of an analyst’s question, stands out. Each mention of this word is associated with 0.8% increase in 
overnight return. SVM also produces sensible weights, some of which are quite intriguing (e.g. the word 
“leadership” is negative, while “ownership” is positive). The custom-weights feature gives the supervised-
learning methods an advantage over the dictionary methods that simply assign a unit weight to each 
dictionary word. The other advantage is that Lasso can adjust to a specific context such as stock volatility, 
where the dictionary approach is not helpful, as we show below.
For the intraday sample, the same methods are applied to predict market-adjusted returns during 
intraday earnings calls. All the text sentiment measures have little success as shown in Panel B of Table 
1.2. The financial dictionary, the best performer, is only able to squeeze a 0.06% return which is 
statistically and economically insignificant. The general dictionary even gets the sign wrong, that is calls 
with positive sentiment are predicted to have a negative return. The general conclusion is further 
supported by Figure 1.3, which compares cumulative returns for calls with the most positive and negative 
sentiment according to each method. The returns for these extreme portfolios are contained between -0.1% 
and 0.1% and are statistically indistinguishable. If anything, the returns for the positive sentiment portfolio 
are negative for some methods.    
It could be that Lasso and SVM perform poorly intraday because the dictionary they learned from 
intraday returns is worse than the overnight dictionary. The weights are indeed very different, e.g. the 
word “congratulations” has zero weight intraday. The great dictionaries SVM and Lasso learned from 
overnight returns do not make a difference in the intraday case. Panel C shows that although Lasso 
improves performance a little bit from 0.024% to 0.047%, both numbers are economically small. SVM 
shows no improvement.
                                                          
11 Both Lasso and SVM are estimated and validated out-of-sample to avoid overfitting.
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Another alternative explanation is that maybe no new information is released during an earnings call 
and that is why text sentiment fails. It is hard to imagine why management, analysts, and investors would 
waste their valuable time if no news is released during earnings calls. Also, extensive anecdotal evidence 
indicates that management takes earnings calls extremely seriously.12 Earnings calls receive a lot of news 
coverage and investor attention. 
To test the “no news” hypothesis, we check whether idiosyncratic volatility and trading volume are 
higher during an earnings call compared to non-call time during the same day. Table 1.4 shows that 
trading volume is 19% higher during the call, while volatility is 9% higher. Indeed, some news is being 
released and investors are trading on it, but text sentiment algorithms cannot capture it. Importantly, we 
control for intraday seasonality in volatility and volume in these regressions by including half-hour 
dummy variables. Idiosyncratic volatility is estimated for each half-an-hour interval from six 5-minute 
returns adjusted for the market. 
Overall, we find that text sentiment can predict same-period return only during periods with a 
significant amount of quantitative news. Thus, test sentiment captures primarily omitted quantitative 
information rather than the soft news of investor sentiment.
1.7 Robustness tests
This section conducts a number of crucial robustness checks that validate the main conclusion. It 
also provides additional insights into the overnight return predictability. 
The total amount of information released during the overnight period is larger than during an 
intraday call, which is reflected in larger close-to-open return volatility. The concern is that returns might 
be predictable because of the total amount of news rather than its composition. We address this concern by 
showing that the main results remain qualitatively the same for subsamples of overnight and intraday calls 
with comparable stock volatility. Specifically, we consider the following subsamples: (i) overnight calls 
with no earnings surprise, (ii) overnight calls with the same average volatility as in the intraday sample, 
and (iii) intraday calls proceeded with large earnings surprises. The first two subsamples look at overnight 
calls with small volatility, while the last one looks at intraday calls with large return volatility.
First, we look at the subsample with no earnings surprise (measured by SUE) in Panel A of Table 
1.5. Lasso and SVM use the same dictionaries and weights learned from the full overnight sample. Text 
sentiment continues to predict overnight returns well in this subsample. For example, Lasso explains a 
1.2% return per standard deviation. The second subsample contains calls with an absolute overnight return 
                                                          
12 “The next day was going be the biggest of her career, a chance to single-handedly extinguish the flames threatening to 
engulf Lehman—and to prove her critics inside the firm wrong. In just a few hours Callan would represent Lehman Brothers—to 
the market, to the world. She would run the crucial conference call detailing the firm’s quarterly results. After presenting 
Lehman’s numbers, there’d be questions. Her answers might literally make or break the firm. Finally giving up on getting any 
sleep, she rolled out of bed.”  Lewis (2011)
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of less than 4.5%. As a result, the average absolute return for this subsample is 1.7%, which is the same as 
the absolute intraday return for the intraday calls. Even in this challenging subsample, all text sentiment 
measures remain significant. For example, Lasso explains a 0.24% return, still several times larger than 
for intraday returns. Finally, the last subsample contains intraday calls with large earnings surprise 
overnight, i.e. absolute overnight return of more than 2.7%. After a large earnings surprise, intraday 
earnings calls have more news and higher stock volatility. However, as Panel C shows, even in this case 
intraday returns remain unpredictable for all text sentiment measures even with overnight dictionaries. 
Overall, text sentiment continues to predict returns only for overnight subsamples irrespective of total 
volatility. 
An earnings call consists of three parts: presentation by management, analysts’ questions and 
management answers. Text sentiment of which of these parts has better return predictability? We find that 
questions are by a large margin more informative than answers or presentation. We compute text 
sentiment separately for each part and then examine how they predict overnight returns for the overnight 
sample in Panel A of Table 1.6. SVM and Lasso are re-trained for each part of a call so that the same word 
can have different weight depending on a part of a call. Sentiment of each part can predict stock returns 
but question sentiment is more informative than the rest. For example, using Lasso, questions explain 
1.5% of stock returns while presentation and answers only 0.6% and 0.3%, respectively. 
All four text sentiment measures (two dictionaries, SVM, and Lasso) can predict overnight returns, 
but how independent they are? We put the text sentiments together to predict overnight returns in Panel B 
of Table 1.6. Lasso captures all of the sentiment predictability while other measures have little to add. 
Lasso has the same magnitude in individual (Table 1.2) and joint regressions (1.6% and 1.55%). The other 
measures lose any predictive power. The general dictionary explains a 0.18% return down from 0.5% in 
individual regression. The financial dictionary drops from 0.67% to 0.096%. Thus, Lasso absorbs all other 
measures, and instead of computing all measures, we can simply use Lasso. 
1.8 Volatility case study
If text sentiment captures primarily omitted quantitative information, then it should lose its 
predictive ability after controlling for all relevant quantitative variables. This section provides such an 
example by examining how text sentiment explains variation in idiosyncratic volatility during intraday 
earnings calls.
Although text sentiment cannot tell from the call transcript whether stock price should increase or 
decrease on the news from an intraday earnings call, maybe it can predict the total news amount reflected 
in return volatility. We check this idea by examining how text sentiment predicts volatility during earnings 
call. This volatility can be measured in several different ways.
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If volatility is measured relative to its average in the preceding month, then both SVM and Lasso 
after re-training for this volatility measure can predict from “reading” a transcript whether volatility is 
high. This is not surprising because we already showed that text sentiment can predict the direction of 
earnings returns, and thus the magnitude of earnings surprise. Large earnings surprise leads to increased 
trading and volatility on the following day including the earnings call. In this case, volatility is the same 
during and before an earnings call. Thus, this measure cannot distinguish news coming from the intraday 
earnings call from compared against the rest of the day. 
If an earnings call generates news, volatility should be higher during the call than before it. Thus, 
instead of measuring volatility relative to historical average, we should measure it relative to the time 
before the call. We compute relative idiosyncratic volatility from 5-minute market-adjusted returns during 
an earnings call and then normalize it by the idiosyncratic volatility during the hour before the call. SVM 
and Lasso are re-trained to predict the relative volatility. Although dictionary methods are not particularly 
useful for predicting volatility, SVM and Lasso actually do pretty well as Panel A of Table 1.7 shows. If 
Lasso sentiment increases by a standard deviation, relative volatility will be 10% higher during the 
intraday call, which is highly statistically significant.  
At first glance, text sentiment is very good at predicting relative volatility. However, if we look at 
what words have the largest weight, we will start to worry. The word “afternoon” (“morning”) has the 
most positive (negative) weight. “Afternoon” has an eight times larger weight then the next most positive 
word (“easily”). The words “morning” and “afternoon” are most commonly used as greetings and Lasso 
uses them to infer the time of an earnings call. Indeed, it is well known that trading volume exhibits a U-
shape intraday seasonality – it is lowest around lunch time and highest at the open and close of trading.  
Thus, trading volume is decreasing during morning earnings calls and is increasing during afternoon calls. 
After we control for intraday seasonality with half-an-hour dummies in Panel B of Table 1.7, text 
sentiment loses its correlation with volatility. 
Thus, text sentiment loses its ability to explain variation in relative volatility after we control for the 
relevant quantitative information – in this case, intraday seasonality in volatility.
1.9 Conclusion
Even though text sentiment has proved extremely useful in numerous contexts, little is known about 
what type of information it measures. There is no consensus on how to interpret text sentiment; it can 
measure quantitative news, soft news, or psychological sentiment. This paper finds evidence that text 
sentiment captures predominantly omitted quantitative information rather than soft news or psychological 
sentiment. Thus, only one out three interpretations is consistent with our results. We reach this conclusion 
by comparing two information measures, stock returns and text sentiment, during two periods, one with 
predominantly quantitative news (overnight calls), and the other with mostly soft news and sentiment 
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(intraday calls). The information content of text sentiment is proportional to the stock returns it can 
explain. We find that text sentiment explains a large part of stock returns when the news flow is mostly 
quantitative, but fails during periods of mostly soft news and sentiment. Thus, text sentiment only reflects 
quantitative news and not soft information and sentiment.
If text sentiment reflects only omitted quantitative information, it should lose its predictive ability 
after all the relevant quantitative variables are controlled for. We find evidence consistent with this point 
in our volatility case study. Text sentiment loses its ability to predict whether volatility during an intraday 
earnings call is high or low only after we control for intraday seasonality in volatility.
The main result helps to identify environments where text sentiment is likely to be particularly 
useful and to choose economic hypotheses that are consistent with the quantitative news interpretation of 
text sentiment.
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1.10Tables and Figures
Table 1.1: Summary statistics. The statistics are reported separately for the overnight and intraday earnings calls. An earnings 
call is started by management presentation (“Present.”) which is followed by questions and answers section (“Q&A”). Earnings 
surprise is normalized by stock price. Stock returns are adjusted for the market by subtracting the return of SP500 index ETF
(SPY).
Overnight Earnings Calls Intraday Earnings Calls
Mean Median Std. Dev. Mean Median Std. Dev.
Total Num. of Words 6,236 6,299 2,410 6,078 6,041 2,445
Num. of Words (Present.) 2,202 2,181 1,444 2,040 2,014 1,389
Num. of Words (Q&A) 4,035 3,990 1,858 4,038 3,982 1,973
Earnings Surprise, SUE -0.01 0.00 0.28 -0.01 0.00 0.24
Analyst Coverage 7.87 6 6.18 6.51 5 5.31
Log(ME) 21.13 21.06 1.91 21.10 21.08 1.76
Return Market-Adj., Overnight 0.001 0.002 0.065 0.003 0.002 0.054
Return Market-Adj., Intraday 0.000 0.000 0.027
Sample Size 15,382 10,610
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Table 1.2: Reports main results. Overnight and intraday stock returns (Panel A for overnight and Panels B and C for intraday) are 
predicted by text sentiment from earnings call transcripts. Text sentiment is estimated in four ways: the general dictionary, the 
financial dictionary of Loughran and McDonald, SVM, and Lasso regression. For all measures, higher text sentiment is associated 
with higher returns. The coefficients for text-sentiment are in percentage points, e.g. “1.6” for Lasso means that if text sentiment 
increases by one standard deviation, the overnight stock returns will be higher by 1.6%.  Panel C uses a dictionary learned by 
SVM and Lasso from the overnight case to predict intraday returns. Panel A includes standard controls for earning announcement 
regressions as in DellaVigna and Pollet (2009) that are not reported to save space. Stock returns are adjusted for the market by 
subtracting the return of SP500 index ETF. The absolute t-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors 
clustered by date.
Panel A. Overnight stock returns (N=9,673).
Dict. Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.506 0.669 0.343 1.601
(8.11) (9.43) (5.74) (22.72)
Standard Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.14
Panel B. Returns during intraday earnings calls (N=10,610).
Dict. Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment -0.004 0.058 0.010 0.024
(0.14) (1.58) (0.37) (1.07)
Intercept -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.21) (0.21) (0.21) (0.21)
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Panel C. Returns during intraday earnings calls with a dictionary learned from the overnight case 
(N=10,610).
SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.001 0.047
(0.02) (1.77)
Intercept -0.000 -0.000
(0.21) (0.21)
R2 0.00 0.00
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Table 1.3: Twenty most positive and negative words according to the Lasso method for overnight stock returns. Weight tells how 
much stock return will increase if an earnings call contains one standard deviation more of a given word, e.g. a 0.81% return
increase per standard deviation of words “congratulations.” Frequency tells the number of overnight transcripts containing a word. 
Each word is actually a lemma that absorbs multiple parts of speech (see Appendix A for details). “NOT_” before a lemma means
a negation. Frequency is the number of earnings calls containing at least one given word. Only words that appear in at least one 
thousand call transcripts are considered for the table. 
Positive
Words Weight, % Freq.
Negative
Words Weight, % Freq.
congratulations 0.81 3066 disappoint -0.27 2176
benefit 0.23 12978 delay -0.27 4549
nice 0.21 6959 weakness -0.22 4008
improved 0.16 9813 take -0.17 15250
strength 0.16 9302 pressure -0.15 7725
better 0.15 13917 revise -0.14 2286
improvement 0.14 11819 issue -0.13 12136
exceed 0.13 6478 impact -0.13 14264
favorable 0.13 6429 loss -0.12 8813
please 0.12 13208 shortfall -0.12 1008
outstanding 0.09 8309 decline -0.11 12005
update 0.08 11359 why -0.11 11618
statistics 0.07 1289 lose -0.10 5344
operate 0.06 14469 cause -0.09 6297
might 0.06 12678 transition -0.08 5842
solve 0.06 1270 spring -0.08 2049
carefully 0.05 2781 NOT_revenue -0.08 5395
government 0.05 5163 weak -0.08 5921
proud 0.05 2939 below -0.07 8185
sustainable 0.05 3954 promotional -0.07 2111
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Table 1.4: Compares volume and idiosyncratic volatility during an earnings call with the rest of that day. Each observation is 
based on a half-an-hour interval on a day of an earnings call (for the overnight sample, a day following earnings announcement). 
Earnings call dummy is set to one if a given interval is within 90 minutes from the start of an earnings call. “Average (log 
Volume)” is a historical average computed during a month preceding the call. Half-an-hour dummies control for intraday 
seasonality in volume and volatility.  Idiosyncratic volatility in Panel B is computed from six 5-minute market-adjusted returns. 
Logarithm of an average of six 5-minute dollar trading volumes is a dependent variable in Panel A. The regression is in 
logarithms so that the coefficients can be interpreted in relative terms. E.g. trading volume is 19% higher during an earnings call. 
The absolute t-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered by date.
Panel A. Dollar Trading Volume
Log Trading Volume
Earnings Call Dummy 0.193 0.190
(29.64) (28.67)
Log (Average Volume) 0.570
(25.22)
Half-Hour Dummies Yes Yes
R2 0.83 0.82
N 228,942 229,541
Panel B. Idiosyncratic volatility
Log Idiosyncratic Volatility
Earnings Call Dummy 0.089 0.067
(11.62) (14.66)
Log (Average Id.Vol.) 0.698
(38.72)
Half-Hour Dummies Yes Yes
R2 0.50 0.38
N 84,078 344,006
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Table 1.5: Robustness tests – subsamples which make volatility between intraday and overnight calls comparable. Panels A and 
B show how text sentiment predicts overnight returns for a subsample of calls with (A) no earnings surprise measured by SUE, 
and (B) same average volatility as for the intraday sample. For Panel B, only calls with absolute close-to-open returns of less than 
4.5% are considered making average absolute return equal to 1.7%, which is the same as absolute return during intraday calls. 
Panel C shows how text sentiment predicts intraday returns for a subsample with large earnings surprise measured by absolute 
close-to-open return (>2.7%). Stock returns are adjusted for the market by subtracting the return of SP500 index ETF. Standard 
controls for earnings announcement returns are included. The coefficients for text-sentiment are in percentage points, e.g. “1.2” 
for Lasso means that if text sentiment increases by one standard deviation, overnight stock returns will be higher by 1.2%. The 
absolute t-statistics reported in parentheses are based on robust standard errors clustered by date.
Panel A. Overnight returns for subsample with no earnings surprise by SUE (N=3,781)
Dict Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.419 0.512 0.193 1.202
(4.53) (4.71) (2.31) (11.88)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.09
Panel B. Overnight returns for subsample with the same total volatility as for the intraday call sample (N=6,335)
Dict Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.104 0.157 0.084 0.238
(3.63) (5.28) (3.02) (8.76)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Panel C. Intraday returns for subsample with large earnings surprise (N=3,517)
Dict Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment -0.059 0.029 0.005 0.021
(1.22) (0.49) (0.09) (0.42)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 1.6: Parts of an earnings call (Panel A) and all sentiment measures together (Panel B). Panel A shows how text sentiments, 
computed for each part of a call with a given method, together predict overnight returns. An earnings call consists of management 
presentation, analysts’ questions, and management answers. Panel B shows how four sentiment measures (two dictionaries, SVM, 
and Lasso) together predict overnight returns. Each column reports a separate regression with sentiment from each part of a call. 
The coefficients for text-sentiment are in percentage points, e.g. “0.55” for Lasso means that if text sentiment increases by one 
standard deviation, overnight stock return will be higher by 0.55%. SVM and Lasso are re-trained for each part of a call so that 
the same word can have different weight depending on a part of a call. Thus, their dictionary and text sentiment here differ from 
the return analysis above. Stock returns are adjusted for the market by subtracting the return of SP500 index ETF. Standard 
controls for earnings announcement returns are included, but not reported. The absolute t-statistics reported in parentheses are 
based on robust standard errors clustered by date.
Panel A. Overnight returns and text sentiment of earnings call parts.
Dict. Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Sentiment(Present.) 0.132 0.264 0.229 0.556
(1.92) (3.52) (3.56) (8.20)
Sentiment(Quest.) 0.387 0.566 0.479 1.450
(5.61) (7.57) (6.91) (18.50)
Sentiment(Answ.) 0.231 0.134 0.144 0.253
(3.11) (1.57) (2.21) (3.84)
Standard Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.16
N 8,404 8,404 8,404 8,404
Panel B. Overnight returns and all four sentiment measures put together.
Total Present. Questions Answers
Dict. 0.177 0.062 0.148 0.219
(2.62) (0.83) (2.44) (3.39)
Fin.Dict. 0.096 0.129 0.343 0.208
(1.22) (1.56) (5.19) (2.72)
SVM -0.038 -0.023 0.015 -0.022
(0.64) (0.37) (0.22) (0.35)
Lasso 1.551 0.934 1.597 0.683
(21.00) (13.29) (20.36) (9.78)
Standard Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.14 0.11 0.15 0.10
N 9,673 9,110 9,065 9,331
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Table 1.7: Volatility case study compares how text sentiment predicts volatility during intraday calls before and after accounting 
for intraday seasonality. Relative idiosyncratic volatility is computed from 5-minute market-adjusted returns during an earnings 
call and then is normalized by idiosyncratic volatility during an hour before the call. SVM and Lasso are trained to predict relative 
volatility. Thus, their dictionary and text sentiment here differ from the return analysis above. The coefficients for text-sentiment 
are in percentage points, e.g. “10.4” for Lasso means that if text sentiment increases by one standard deviation, volatility will be 
higher by 10.4% during the earnings call.  Average volatility is computed during a month preceding the call. Half-an-hour 
dummies control for intraday seasonality in volume and volatility. The absolute t-statistics reported in parentheses are based on 
robust standard errors clustered by date.
Panel A. Relative idiosyncratic volatility 
Dict. Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.482 1.350 3.542 10.423
(0.80) (2.11) (5.87) (17.15)
Intercept -0.280 -0.280 -0.280 -0.280
(42.01) (42.14) (42.01) (42.61)
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03
N 10,714 10,714 10,714 10,714
Panel B. Relative idiosyncratic volatility after controlling for intraday seasonality
Dict. Fin.Dict. SVM Lasso
Text Sentiment 0.007 1.139 0.037 0.634
(0.01) (1.73) (0.07) (0.99)
Abs (Overnight Return) -1.203 -1.190 -1.201 -1.210
(0.99) (0.98) (0.99) (1.00)
Average Volatility 1.009 1.192 1.009 0.999
(2.36) (2.68) (2.39) (2.36)
Half-Hour Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
N 9,875 9,875 9,875 9,875
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Figure 1.1: Compares the timeline for overnight (top) and intraday (bottom) earnings calls. The overnight period contains both an 
earnings call and an earnings release, thus the period is dominated by quantitative news. Quarterly report is mostly quantitative, 
while an earnings call has a significant amount of soft news and sentiment. We study close-to-open stock return for the overnight 
case and stock return during an earnings call for the intraday case.
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Figure 1.2: Histogram of starting times for earnings calls. The intraday subsample is marked blue.
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Figure 1.3: Cumulative abnormal returns during intraday earnings calls for portfolios with extreme sentiment. Intraday calls are 
sorted based on text sentiment during an earning call into most positive 20% (green), most negative 20% (red), and the remaining 
60% (blue). Cumulative returns for equally-weighted portfolios are reported from 20 minutes before until 100 minutes after the 
starting time and are normalized to zero at the start of a call.  Return ranges from –0.2% to +0.2% (vertical axis). Stock returns are 
adjusted for the market by subtracting the return of SP500 index ETF. 
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Chapter 2: Do Earnings Announcements Contain 
Industry Information?
2.1 Introduction 
An earnings announcement is a major source of information about a company. It contains both 
firm-specific as well as industry-wide news components. A large literature13 studies the industry-wide 
component relying on stock return co-movement with industry-related firms around the announcement 
date. However, Foster (1981) identifies a major flaw in this approach by arguing that firms in the same 
industry are affected by many actors besides earnings news. Although, he considers only other news 
releases on the announcement days, the factors also include correlated financial and operational decisions 
due to competition and the same economic environment as well as correlated flows to funds that hold 
industry-concentrated portfolios. As a result, stock returns of these firms are highly correlated on a day-
by-day basis for the non-news related reasons. Foster provides returns-based evidence of information 
transfers around both actual and pseudo earnings announcement dates. Thus, we need a measure of news 
content that is otherwise unrelated to the trading process.
Using textual analysis, I suggest a direct measure of earnings sentiment that separates firm-specific 
and industry-wide components of earnings news. I find that earnings announcements are the major firm-
specific news and contain little industry-wide information. However, in industries with low competition 
and entry costs, earnings news has somewhat greater importance among industry rivals.
Researchers try to avoid returns’ correlation problem using earnings announcement surprise 
measure in the search for industry response (Pyo and Lustgarten (1990), Han and Wild (1990), Kim, 
Lacina, and Park (2008)). According to their findings, earnings surprise has little economical or statistical 
effect on the returns of business-related firms. This result can be interpreted in different ways. On the one 
hand, it points at low information value of a single firm’s earnings announcement to the industry. On the 
other hand, it can be attributed to the limitations of earnings surprise measure. It captures only the 
earnings part from the information flow on the announcement day. Industry rivals might be more 
interested in changes of sales, investments, and other variables from the financial report related to the 
firm’s strategic decisions as a result of economic and firm-specific factors. Therefore, current evidence on 
the industry effect of an earnings announcement is still inconclusive.
In the first chapter we show that earnings conference calls text sentiment measure aggregates major 
quantitative information from an earnings announcement. This measure is based on words from earnings 
                                                          
13 Foster (1981), Han, Wild and Ramesh (1989), Pyo and Lustgarten (1990), Thomas and Zhang (2008), and Tookes (2008) 
among others.
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conference call transcripts and is not related to fundamental factors that drive stock returns’ correlations 
within an industry. Therefore, if earnings announcements convey industry-wide information, the text 
sentiment value would partially explain industry index return variation.
The main result of the paper is that firm-related earnings sentiment measures (text sentiment and 
earnings surprise) have strong explanatory power for the announcing firm’s returns and volume and 
almost no effect on the industry portfolio returns and volume on the day of announcement. In particular, 
one standard deviation of text sentiment index explains 1.5% of announcement return and at best 0.03% of 
the industry portfolio’s return variation. Such findings make it doubtful that earnings announcements have 
a considerable amount of industry-wide information. 
I consider a number of alternative explanations. First, investors can be slow in reacting to earnings 
news as shown for economically linked firms by Cohen and Frazzini (2008). However, even a month after 
an announcement there is no industry cumulative response to the released news. 
Another hypothesis is that industry-wide news doesn’t change frequently enough to make each 
earnings announcement informative to the industry. Freeman and Tse (1992) show that industry reactions 
are stronger for the first earnings reports in the financial quarter and deteriorate considerably for the 
subsequent reports. Therefore, aggregating among all announcements in the industry we might lose the 
actual effect of earnings news on the industry. Additional tests on a subsample of early earnings releases 
still give us economically insignificant industry information flow.
However, I don’t exclude a possibility that industry-related news in an earnings announcement has 
been accounted for long before the announcement day. Firms tend to anticipate investors’ negative 
surprises doing financial releases and announcements about changes in their forecasted quarterly results. 
An example of such events is the UPS announcement on July 12, 2013 that the company considerably 
reduced its’ earnings expectations due to economic slowdown. UPS stock price fell by 5.5%, while its 
main competitor FedEx dropped 2% that day. 
This paper is related to the wide literature investigating information transfer between economically 
related firms. The underlying hypothesis of such studies is that firm’ news reveal firm-specific 
information and information about industry trends that translates to the financial results of business-
related firms. Titman (1984), Brander and Lewis (1986), and Maksimovic (1988) provide theoretical 
evidence that strategic changes in a firm’s debt to equity ratio affect the firm’s rivals’ capital structure 
decisions. Inspired by these findings, researchers examined if major types of company news influence 
stock price behavior of non-announcing firms in the same industry. Thus, Szewczyk (1992) finds small 
but significantly negative industry reaction to firms’ announcements of common stock and debt public 
offerings. Slovin, Sushka, and Bendeck (1991) document that industry rivals of firms going private have 
significant positive response during the two days after the announcement; while Hsu, Reeda, and Rocholl 
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(2010) is an example of studies regarding industry response to IPO. They find negative stock price 
reactions among IPO firm competitors if the IPO is completed and positive responses to IPO withdrawals. 
Therefore, the existing evidence suggests that these types of firm announcements convey industry-wide 
information. 
At the same time, not all firm announcements are informative for competitors. Hertzel (1991) 
concludes that share repurchase news is primarily firm specific. I extend the list of news from a company 
that does not emit information for its industry, arguing that an earnings announcement of a firm is mainly 
populated by firm-related news. 
An overview of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 of this paper, I show that stock returns of a firm 
are largely explained by the variation in the industry portfolio return of the same day. This correlation is 
strong for any industry classification implemented in this paper. Section 3 describes the underlying 
hypothesis for the chosen methodology. Section 4 introduces the data description and methods of industry 
classifications. Section 5 presents the industry reaction to a single firm’s earnings announcement. While in 
Section 6, I show that both sentiment measures effectively explain cross-sectional variation in announcing 
firm returns and volume. In Section 7, I examine if an industry’s reaction to earnings announcements 
differ depending on the industry’s specific characteristics (such as industry competition level). Section 8 
presents robustness tests to the main results of the paper. Section 9 provides concluding remarks.
2.2 Evidence of Stock Co-movement 
Financial literature provides traditional and friction- or sentiment-based theories of the stock co-
movement.
First, the most intuitive theory relates co-movement in prices with co-movement in underlying firm 
fundamentals. This theory is mostly based on the frictionless markets and the concept that prices are 
derived from firms’ financial outcomes. Industry-wise, firms face the same economic environment and 
competition. Therefore, they have interconnected operational decisions and similar financial and 
investment responses to shifts in supply and demand conditions as well as changes in the regulatory 
environment. This leads to the correlated firm financial outcomes and, as a result, co-movements in the 
stock prices. Since equity traders explore this fact to their advantage, this might explain aggregated 
industry price movements as a response to a firm’s earnings announcement. At the same time, observed 
price co-movement might also be due to other fundamental changes in an industry. 
Friction- or sentiment-based theory is nested on investors’ simultaneous trading stocks of the same 
industry. One reason for this type of trading is illustrated by Barberis and Shleifer (2003). According to 
their findings, many investors often trade groups of assets based on some common characteristics, for 
example “industry”. Another reason is geographic location. Firms in the same industry cluster 
geographically to explore the benefits of geographic proximity (Marshall (1980), Glaeser et al. (1992), 
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Prinsky and Wang (2006)). A number of research papers demonstrate investors’ tendency to overweight 
local companies in their portfolios. For instance, Coval and Moskowitz (1999) find that professional 
money managers have strong preferences toward locally headquartered stocks. Ivković and Weisbenner 
(2005) and Zhu (2002) document similar patterns for individual investors. If some of these investors have 
similar trading sentiment or demand to relocate their cash holdings, and if their trading affects stock 
prices, then they can easily induce price co-movements in an industry without actual information flow. 
Thus, we should be careful interpreting stock price co-movement as firms’ simultaneous reaction to an 
earnings announcement in an industry. 
Stock price co-movement is a fairly pronounced phenomena independent from a strategy we use to 
find business-related firms. For the purpose of this paper, I suggest four different industry classifications 
described in the “Data and Method” section. Stock returns are correlated in any of four classifications. To 
illustrate this point, I examined how industry portfolio returns can explain contemporaneous returns of 
announcing firms on a daily basis. I constructed industry value-weighted portfolios for each announcing 
firm on the trading day interval [-30; 30] around earnings announcement excluding 2 days before, 2 days 
after, and the day of the earnings release.
Table 2.1 shows that even controlling for standard factors known to explain stock returns behavior, 
the industry portfolio captures a significant portion of firms’ daily returns. Here, the industry portfolio 
includes all stocks existing in the same industry that did not have an earnings announcement within 3 days 
around announcement day for a chosen firm. The market portfolio is a portfolio formed from all CRSP 
firms except those in the industry portfolio, announcing firm and firms with earnings release within 3 days 
around announcement day of chosen firm. Betas for an industry portfolio are greater than 40% in each 
industry classification except for the classification with the most positively correlated returns during last 
12 months. Taking into account that the last industry classification represents the most business-related 
firm or two, it can explain the impressive 11% stock price movements.
2.3 Hypothesis Development 
The stock price co-movement within an industry makes it challenging to find clear industry reaction 
to earnings announcements. Based on the evidence presented in the previous section, we can conclude that 
more efficient industry classification will not solve this problem. Therefore, in questions of information 
flow from a firm’s announcement to business rivals, we need to pick instruments that effectively proxy for 
a firm’s business performance and are not driven by industry and stock market factors. 
The accessible solution would be to select variables from a financial report. These numbers directly 
measure a firm’s quarterly results. Also, since they signal how the firm is affected by its industry 
economic environment, these variables are potentially of high interest to the firm’s competitors. In the 
case of earnings announcements that have industry information value, we expect these financial measures 
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to be correlated with industry returns the day of announcement. The magnitude of the correlation will give 
us the estimation of the industry-wide component of earnings news.
To avoid model complexity as there is enormous amount of variables in financial report of a 
company, I use text sentiment measure calculated from earnings conference call transcript. First chapter
provides evidence that this measure serves as a great proxy for the main quantitative information form 
earnings announcements that drive stock price of the reporting firm. 
Apart from text sentiment that focuses on quantitative information from earnings conference calls, I 
also use unexpected earnings. The reason for adding this measure of earnings sentiment in the analysis is 
two-fold.  First, its explanatory power might be magnified from 2006 to 2010 due to high information 
uncertainty during this period. Second, since it has a nonlinear effect on the returns of the announcing 
firm, we might find some dependencies for particular values of this variable. By combining text sentiment 
and earnings surprise, I capture most of the information about earnings sentiment on the day of the 
announcement. 
The main question of the paper is whether earnings sentiment measures can explain industry returns 
variation and investor activity during the day of an earnings announcement. 
2.4 Data and Method 
The analysis of this paper is based on a sample of firms with earnings conference call transcripts for 
the years 2006 through 2011. Transcripts are downloaded from seekingalpha.com and filtered to have 
accurate and complete data on company’s symbol, name, date, and time of earnings conference call.14
In this paper, I use two direct measures of earnings sentiment. First is standardized unexpected 
earnings calculated from IBES database. It is equal to the difference between the actual earnings and the 
median analyst forecast from the last survey before the earnings announcement (normalized by stock price 
five days before the announcement).15 Second is the text sentiment from firm’s earnings conference call 
transcripts measured by lasso regression.16 I use CRSP, IBES, and Compustat as sources of data and 
controls in this analysis.
The main variables of interest are: first, value-weighted industry portfolio’s return; and, second, 
volume on the day of earnings conference call. Since most of the conference calls (nearly 80%) are held 
on the day of earnings announcement, I use conference day as the day of earnings release. To avoid 
spurious correlations in the main results, for each industry portfolio I exclude the announcing firm, stocks 
with price below $5, and firms with market capitalization below $50 million on the day of the 
                                                          
14 The full process of clearing earnings calls’ sample is described in the first chapter.
15 Standardized unexpected earnings are calculated following Pollet and Dellavigna (2009). I adjust actual and expected 
values of earnings per share for stock splits using unadjusted historical data from IBES and adjustment factors from CRSP. The 
whole procedure is described in I/B/E/S manuals on WRDS server.
16 The whole procedure is described in the first chapter Appendix B.
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announcement. Also, for the clean effect of one firm earnings on its industry, the industry portfolio 
excludes firms that had earnings announcement in the three-day interval around the earnings release date 
of the selected firm.
The magnitude of industry information released during single earnings announcement is tested 
using the following regression model:
Portfolio Variable=*SUE groups +*Text Sentiment +*Controls
where Portfolio Variable is either the abnormal return or the natural logarithm of portfolio volume the 
day of announcement. SUEgroups are values of unexpected earnings divided into seven chunks: three 
negative (below 33rd percentile, between 33rd and 66th percentiles and above 66th percentile), zero, and 
three positive (in the same fashion as negative values). Text Sentiment is measured through lasso 
regression (supervised learning algorithm) where an abnormal, close-to-close announcing stock return is 
chosen as a dependent variable and normalized vector of words used in the earnings conference call 
transcript as explanatory variables.17 Since the CRSP value-weighted index outperform the S&P index for 
my sample period, I estimate daily abnormal return as the difference between the stock return and the 
return on the CRSP portfolio of stocks the same day.
Therefore, -s and  coefficients from the main regression represent the industry reaction to a 
single firm earnings announcement. Ideally we would want to quantify industry information flow from the 
earnings report. -s and  would represent the percentage of announcement sentiment that transfers to the 
industry. In the case of portfolio volume, they capture investors’ activity due to the sentiment of an 
announcement. 
To ensure that main result of this analysis is not an artifact of grouping firms in industries, I 
employed four different industry classifications. The first and the crudest one is four-digit SIC code from 
Compustat. This classification organizes firms by their primary business activity and disregards many 
other firm business information and specifics. The second classification is borrowed from Hoberg and 
Phillips (2010). It is quite effective in finding closely related firms since each industry group is compiled 
from firms with similar product description from 10-K reports. The remaining two alternative 
classifications intend to find business comparable. They are peer groups of firms that are followed by the 
same sale side analysts the previous year and peer groups with the most positively correlated returns 
during the last twelve months. Analyst-based peer groups classification is motivated by the fact that 
analysts tend to follow firms from the same industry sector and have better outside information about 
                                                          
17 The first chapter shows that Lasso regression is a superior algorithm of textual analysis in comparison with more popular 
dictionary approaches.
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firms’ similarities and boundaries (O'Brien and Bhushan (1990)).
Table 2.2 represents comparison of firm summary statistics for different industry classifications. I 
omit industry groups based on most correlated returns since these groups are only populated by one or two 
firms. The main observation from Table 2 is that different industry classifications have similar distribution 
in most firm characteristics. Although, due to the selection mechanism, the same analyst coverage 
classification concentrates on firms that are followed by more analysts. These firms also tend to be bigger 
and more liquid.
2.5 Industry Reaction to Earnings Announcements 
As outlined in the Introduction, earnings announcements are believed to have important 
implications for the future profitability of other firms in the industry. It is quite likely that industry 
reaction to the firm’s announcements contain a mixture of two components: market co-movement, and 
industry reaction to the news. If this is the case and industry component is quite significant in industry 
portfolio returns on the day of an announcement, then earnings sentiment measures should capture a 
considerable part of this reaction.
The main regression, which tests for this hypothesis, uses data on risk-adjusted industry portfolio 
returns, earnings sentiment measures, and Fama-French factors downloaded from the Kenneth R. French 
data library. The results are reported in Table 2.3. The first four columns present the regression of 
portfolio returns on unexpected earnings and text sentiment for different industry classifications. The last 
column is given for comparison of the main method with the stock return co-movement approach. Here, I 
apply abnormal returns of the announcing firm instead of earnings sentiment measures in the search for 
industry reaction to the announcement. In this column, I use SIC-based industry portfolio returns as 
dependant variables. 
The first key result is that unexpected earnings and text sentiment measures fail to explain industry 
portfolio variation for any industry classifications. None of the earnings sentiment measures have any 
economically significant, and in most cases statistically significant, effect on the firm’s industry peers. 
The negative groups of unexpected earnings values that are bigger than 66th percentile give us some 
statistical significance, but these results are economically very small.18 Note that if we use the stock return 
co-movement method (last column), then even the least accurate industry classification gives us evidence 
of significant return changes on the day of an earnings announcement
On the other hand, if earnings news has informational value for a firm’s competitors, we should 
expect increase in industry trading volume on the day of the announcement, consistent with investors 
revising beliefs about peer firms’ future outcomes. This increase of volume should reflect information in 
                                                          
18 The mean value of unexpected earnings in this group is -0.00006, as a result we have industry reaction below 1bp.
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an earnings call that has impact on the announcing firm volume as well.
However, results from Table 2.4 do not support this view. The values of volume earnings sentiment 
measure and unexpected earnings have no or economically insignificant effect on industry portfolio 
volume the day of the earnings announcement. Although, we see an almost 5% increase in industry 
trading volumes on that day (Table 2.5), it cannot be linked to the announcement sentiments and probably 
is due to non-earnings news reasons.
The last test, looks at daily values for industry portfolio volume on the period [-30; 30] around 
announcement day. Industry portfolio is formed for each earnings announcement on the day of the news 
release.  The variable of interest is Earnings Call Dummy, that is equal to 1 on the day of earnings call and 
0 otherwise.
2.6 Investors Reaction to the Firm-specific News 
This section presents the second key result of the paper. I illustrate that both earnings sentiment 
measures are quite effective predictors of investors’ behavior on the day of an earnings announcement. 
The analysis in this part of the paper is based on well-developed literature about text sentiment and 
unexpected earnings effects on stock returns.19
I implement the Tetlock (2008) approach in the regression of stocks’ abnormal returns on the 
announcement sentiment measures including standard controls. An announcing firm’s close-to-close 
abnormal return is the difference between the stock return and the same day CRSP portfolio return.
Overall, Table 2.6 results stay in line with the literature and confirm that sentiment measures 
capture a great portion of firm-specific news from the announcement.20 As has been found in the literature 
(Pollet and Dellavigna (2009)), the relation between unexpected earnings and stock returns is not linear. 
The most informative values of unexpected earnings are negative group of values closest to zero. This 
observation confirms literature findings on how firms try to match investors’ earnings expectations to the 
cent. Negative earnings results have a much bigger impact on stock price (Skinner and Sloan (2002), 
Bhojraj et. al (2009)). Although, a lot of financial news in the firm’s quarterly report leaks to the press 
long before an earnings announcement, text sentiment measure gives us an impressive 1.5% per one 
standard deviation of its value. 21
Next, I examine if sentiment measures also explain investors trading activity on the day of earnings 
announcement. For this purpose, text sentiment is calculated to extract textual information related to the 
trading volume of the announcing firm. More precisely, I use the announcing firm’s trading volume as the 
                                                          
19 Tetlock, et.al (2008), Feldman, et al. (2010), Demers and Vega (2010), Loughran and McDonald (2011), Davis, Piger, and 
Sedor (2011), and many others.
20 Regressions show the same results if I also include controls for previous period abnormal returns of the announcing firm.
21 This result is less than in the previous chapter mainly because I use different market adjustments to the stock returns. Also
I allow lasso algorithm to process earnings conference calls with very short transcripts.
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dependent variable in the lasso regression. As we can see from Table 2.7, trading volume is not affected 
by unexpected earnings, but there is plenty of other quantitative information in the earnings report that 
drives trading on the announcement day. One standard deviation of text sentiment explains more than 23% 
of the announcing firm’s trading volume. Here, I control for the day of the week volume variation, 
previous day volume, and average volume value for previous month.22
Together, the first and second key results imply that earnings announcements emit a lot of firm-
specific information for investors and little industry-wide news. 
2.7 Industry Characteristics and Earnings Announcements
We might expect industry competition level to play a role in the firms’ reaction to the news arrival 
(Erwin and Miller (1998), Laux, Starks, and Yoon (1998)). Firms in concentrated industries tend to have 
superior economic performance and to be less sensitive to the competitors’ changes in business strategies. 
They are more interested in news about industry trends and their impact on firm outcomes. As a result, 
industry-wide information from earnings news will influence the announcing firm and its rivals in the 
same manner. Therefore, earnings announcements might have a contagion effect in concentrated 
industries. However, in competitive industries the result is less clear. Competition forces firms to make 
operational decisions based on the other firms’ behavior in the industry. Thus, in addition to common 
influence of industry trends, negative news for one firm might be “good” news for another.
To test this hypothesis, I look at the reaction to earnings announcement across industries with high 
vs. low concentration level. I measure industry concentration using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
(HHI), which is defined as:
where sij is the market share of firm i in industry j. Due to data availability and non-standard industry 
classifications, the HHI is calculated using publicly-traded companies. Though this approach suffers from 
selection bias as I rely only on the availability of Compustat data, it is a sufficient estimate of industry
concentration. HHI is calculated for each announcement in each industry. Competitive industries are 
defined as industries with HHI below the 15th percentile of the whole sample. Concentrated industries 
have HHI higher than the 85th percentile. Table 2.8 summarizes the results of the test.
Supporting our expectations, industry concentration enhances an industry attention to a single 
firm’s earnings news. Although not all industry classifications report the same findings, we can see that 
text sentiment measure gives 11 bp per 1 standard deviation in four-digit SIC classification and a mean 
value of unexpected earnings explains 30 bp in Hoberg & Phillips classification. Competitive industries 
                                                          
22 In unreported tests, I use the same strategy to calculate text sentiment measure for the industry portfolio. This approach 
still reports no investors’ activity in an industry due to earnings report.
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seemed to have the opposite reaction to the earnings. However, these findings are only mildly statistically 
significant. The results give reasonable evidence that competition defines industry sensitivity to earnings 
announcements.
Another possible concern is that industry sensitivity to earnings news varies depending on 
unobservable industry characteristics. There can be such drivers as how fast an industry can accommodate 
economic changes or how low is entry barrier of an industry. To assess this issue, I run the main 
regression using industry returns for each two-digit SIC classification. For this purpose, I employ SIC 
based classification since it has well-defined industry descriptions. Four-digit SIC grouping might be too 
fine which leads to statistically unreliable portfolios of industry returns, since firms might be assigned into 
distinct industries arbitrarily (Hou and Robinson (2006)). Also, two-digit SIC classification relaxes 
industry membership requirements and makes the analysis tractable. Table 2.9 describes industry 
groupings based on two-digit SIC code.
Table 2.10 displays if there are specific industries where earnings sentiment measures impact 
industry returns. We cannot see any pronounced reaction to the announcements in most cases, except 
financial and service industries. One explanation for these findings is that entrepreneurs in these two 
industries have the lowest starting investments of any businesses. Due to the low investment costs, 
existing companies might stay alert to economic changes and pay attention to any coming news. However, 
these arguments are not applicable to all industries.
2.8 Robustness Tests
A reasonable counterargument to the main findings would be that investors are slow to extrapolate 
information from an earnings announcement of some firm into the industry-wide trend. This pattern likely 
reflects behavior factor—investors’ underreaction to news (Lo and MacKinlay (1990), Brennan et al. 
(1993), Badrinath et al. (1995) and Hou (2007), Cohen and Frazzini (2008)). In the vein of the above 
argument, we should have an industry cumulative response in the coming periods after an earnings 
announcement. 
However, Table 2.11 shows that in most cases the industry is insensitive to the announcement 
even after a month has passed.23 Here, I test if monthly cumulative industry portfolio returns can be 
explained by earnings sentiment measures. Note, that even an indirect approach of testing industry 
information transfer (using stock returns the day of announcement as earnings sentiment measure) loses its 
predictive ability in the periods following an announcement.
Another explanation of the main results can be that investors react differently to the early vs. late 
announcements. There is simple intuition behind this alternative story. If we aim to capture industry 
                                                          
23 Non-reported results have similar magnitudes for shorter periods (up to a week).
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information from firms’ earnings, first announcers reveal new information for the market. Subsequent 
announcements will not have enough unexpected news for investors since economic environments change 
slowly. Indeed, Freeman and Tse (1992) document strong industry reaction to the first earnings news in 
the financial quarter. They also show that industry reaction deteriorates for the following announcements. 
Therefore, the industry-wide news might exist in early birds of earnings reports. To test this hypothesis, I 
took the first 10% of announcing firms as a subsample of first announcers and ran the main test seeking 
for the industry response. Table 2.12 illustrates the result. Although we observe some statistical 
significance for the unexpected earnings measure of announcement sentiment, industry response remains 
economically unpronounced.24
Also, main findings are robust on the sub samples of most visible announcing firms such as most 
analyst-covered or big firms. In addition, I ran a test where I performed the same analysis for the 
subsample of simultaneous earnings releases. Unreported results from these tests stay in line with the main 
findings of this paper. 
2.9 Conclusion 
This paper presents empirical evidence that earnings announcements have negligible industry 
information content. I focus on distinction between industry reaction to a single firm’s earnings release 
and general industry return co-movements. The main approach of the paper is to quantify earnings 
information flows using earnings announcement surprise and text sentiment from earnings conference 
calls and to study industry portfolio price behavior during the announcement day as a response to these 
two sentiment measures.
I find the industry reaction to the single firm earnings announcement to be statistically insignificant. 
This result suggests that earnings announcements are predominately firm-specific news and consist of 
little industry-wide information. Although, these findings are robust to different industry classifications, 
earnings in concentrated industries are slightly more informative for firm’ rivals and have contagion 
effect. Also, not all industries are silent to the announcements. Finance and service industries exhibit mild 
but statistically significant return changes due to a single firm‘s earnings announcement the same day. A 
possible explanation is that low cost to entry and high demand result in different sensitivity in these 
industries.
Although in many cases firms’ return behavior is the only measure available to do the event study 
or analyze information flows between related firms, this paper emphasizes the existence of endogeneity in 
                                                          
24 Sample of earnings conference calls (ECC) firms doesn’t allow select the first announcing firm in the industry that also has 
ECC. The additional test on the whole sample of firms without restriction on ECC presence gives similar result for unexpected 
earnings. I assume that text sentiment measure would produce similar results if we closely follow Freeman and Tse (1992) 
approach.
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stock price behavior among these firms. The failure to account for stock co-movement leads to the 
spurious findings. For instance, in this paper I show that much of the observed industry return behavior on 
the earnings announcement day is not related to the earnings release but rather to stock price correlations 
within the industry.
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2.10 Tables 
Table 2.1: Returns co-movements within an industry. This table illustrates returns co-movements during the days without 
earnings announcements for different industry classifications. Regressions’ dependent variable is daily risk adjusted returns on the 
period [-50;-5]&[5;50] around an announcement day for firms that have earnings conference calls. Each column represents a 
regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from Compustat.
Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). Same Analyst classification compiles 
firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts during the previous calendar year. Correlated Returns
represents groups of firms that have the most positively correlated returns in the previous 12 months before the announcement. 
Ind_rf is the same day industry portfolio return adjusted for the risk-free return. Industry portfolio excludes an announcing firm 
and firms that had an earnings announcement in the day interval [-1; 1] around earnings day of selected firm. Market_rf is the 
same day market portfolio return adjusted for the risk-free return. The market portfolio excludes the same stocks as industry 
portfolio exclusions and all stocks that are in the industry portfolio. SMB, HML and UMD are Fama-French factors. Standard 
errors are clustered by day.
Hoberg & Same Correlated
SIC4 Phillips Analyst Returns
Ind_rf 0.415 0.428 0.496 0.115
(54.60) (55.85) (63.18) (28.80)
Market_rf 0.641 0.637 0.582 0.955
(64.21) (58.10) (62.78) (107.16)
SMB 0.542 0.598 0.518 0.607
(28.90) (31.54) (32.25) (31.33)
HML 0.074 0.062 0.074 0.053
(4.37) (3.58) (4.91) (2.98)
UMD -0.114 -0.114 -0.107 -0.131
(12.92) (12.82) (13.68) (15.08)
Constant 0 0 0 0
(3.95) (3.90) (4.39) (3.75)
R2 0.32 0.34 0.39 0.31
N 1,450,620 1,213,505 1,174,587 1,290,751
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Table 2.2: Industries summary statistics. This table represents summary statistics of firms’ characteristics within each industry 
classifications. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from Compustat. Same Analyst classification 
compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts during the previous calendar year. Hoberg & 
Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010).
SIC4 Hoberg & Phillips Same Analyst
mean median    std mean median std mean median std
Log Market Size 20.82 20.72 1.47 20.92 20.74 1.51 21.74 21.61 1.31
Share Turnover 0.027 0.023 0.016 0.028 0.024 0.018 0.031 0.028 0.015
Analyst coverage 5.45 4 4.23 6.32 5 4.87 8.8 8 4.46
Book-to-Market       1.33 1.02 1.09 1.24 1.02 0.8 1.17 0.96 0.73
Leverage 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.14 0.13
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Table 2.3: Return predictability for industry peers. This table reports industry portfolio returns’ predictability by earnings 
sentiment measures of an announcing firm. Regressions’ dependent variable is an industry value-weighted portfolio return on the 
day of earnings, adjusted for the risk-free return. Each column represents a regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 
industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from Compustat. Same Analyst classification compiles firms in groups if 
they were followed by the same group of analysts during the previous calendar year. Correlated Returns represents groups of 
firms that have the most positively correlated returns in the previous 12 months before the announcement. Hoberg & Phillips is 
an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). SUE values are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative 
percentiles, zero and 3 positive percentiles. Text Sentiment is predicted announcing firm stock abnormal return by lasso 
regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Ann Firm Ret-Rf is the risk-adjusted return for an 
announcing firm the day of the announcement. SMB, HML, MKTRF and UMD are Fama-French factors. Standard errors are 
clustered by day.
Same Correlated Hoberg & SIC4
SIC4 Analyst Returns Phillips (indirect test)
SUE            Negative < 33 pct. -0.001 -0.001 -0.010 0.000
(1.59) (1.61) (2.19) (0.51)
Negative >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 0.120 0.017 0.023 0.022
(0.99) (0.11) (0.10) (0.18)
Negative > 66 pct. 1.463 1.212 -1.010 1.214
(2.26) (2.01) (1.00) (2.28)
Positive < 33 pct. -0.482 -0.065 -0.070 -0.887
(0.95) (0.13) (0.07) (1.72)
Positive >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 0.023 -0.165 0.015 -0.193
(0.14) (0.92) (0.05) (1.11)
Positive > 66 pct. -0.001 0.010 0.012 0.002
(0.45) (1.91) (1.04) (0.30)
Text Sentiment 0.0003 0.0002 -0.0001 0.0001
(2.66) (1.20) (0.26) (0.68)
Ann Firm Ret-Rf 0.043
(18.97)
SMB 0.321 0.252 0.571 0.242 0.296
(8.28) (8.19) (11.18) (8.19) (7.79)
HML 0.002 -0.037 0.065 -0.033 0.007
(0.06) (0.99) (1.21) (0.91) (0.18)
MKTRF 1.023 1.015 1.050 1.010 0.979
(67.46) (71.49) (39.37) (70.70) (65.72)
UMD -0.107 -0.114 -0.076 -0.119 -0.100
(4.97) (5.53) (2.57) (5.85) (4.82)
Constant 0.001 0.000 -0.000 0.001 0.001
(3.37) (1.72) (0.45) (3.78) (3.37)
R2 0.53 0.56 0.36 0.56 0.54
N 21,153 19,135 11,039 18,621 21,153
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Table 2.4: Volume predictability for industry peers. This table reports industry portfolio volume predictability by earnings 
volume text sentiment and SUE of an announcing firm. Regressions’ dependent variable is the natural logarithm of trading 
volume of an industry portfolio on the announcement day. Each column represents regression for a particular industry 
classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from Compustat. Same Analyst classification 
compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts during the previous calendar year. Correlated 
Returns represents groups of firms that have the most positively correlated returns in the previous 12 months before the 
announcement. Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). Volume Text 
Sentiment is predicted announcing firm stock volume by lasso regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard 
deviation. SUE values are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative percentiles, zero and 3 positive percentiles. Volume t-1 is a value of 
the dependent variable one day before an announcement. Avr Volume m-1 is the average daily volume the month before an 
announcement. Week Day Dummies are dummies for each trading day of a week. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Same Correlated Hoberg &
SIC4 Analyst Returns Phillips
Volume Text Sentiment -0.0002 -0.0089 -0.0085 -0.0048
(0.08) (4.02) (1.80) (2.11)
abs(SUE) 0.000 -0.007 -0.012 -0.002
(0.06) (1.17) (0.36) (0.74)
Volume t-1 0.610 0.649 0.516 0.652
(59.79) (54.50) (26.85) (65.95)
Avr Volume m -1 0.335 0.222 0.400 0.256
(5.58) (6.15) (3.66) (6.02)
Week Day Dummies yes yes yes yes
Constant -0.018 -0.025 -0.010 -0.019
(2.42) (4.27) (0.61) (3.14)
R2 0.37 0.41 0.30 0.40
N 18,082 18,349 10,892 16,494
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Table 2.5: Industry activity. This table reports industry activity around and on an earnings announcement day. Regressions’ 
dependent variable is the natural logarithm of an industry portfolio volume on the period [-30; 30] around an earnings 
announcement. Each column represents regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on 
four-digit SIC code from Compustat. Same Analyst classification compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same 
group of analysts during the previous calendar year. Correlated Returns represents groups of firms that have the most positively 
correlated returns in the previous 12 months before the announcement. Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed 
from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). Earnings Call Dummy is equal 1 if a day has an earnings announcement. Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Dummies are week day dummies. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Same Correlated Hoberg &
SIC4 Analyst Returns Phillips
Earnings Call Dummy 0.057 0.044 0.041 0.043
(3.34) (2.63) (2.19) (2.43)
Tuesday Dummy -0.065 -0.069 -0.036 -0.069
(2.59) (2.76) (1.45) (2.70)
Wednesday Dummy 0.018 0.019 0.027 0.018
(0.73) (0.78) (1.11) (0.73)
Thursday Dummy 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.017
(0.80) (0.77) (0.83) (0.69)
Friday Dummy 0.033 0.037 0.020 0.034
(1.30) (1.44) (0.78) (1.32)
Constant 15.004 15.327 13.073 15.363
(760.08) (774.95) (662.72) (762.54)
R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
N 1,306,577 1,225,490 854,869 1,273,272
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Table 2.6: Announcing firm returns. This table reports an announcing firm’s close-to-close abnormal return predictability by 
earnings sentiment measures. Regression dependent variable is close-to-close abnormal return of an announcing firm adjusted for 
the CRSP value-weighted market portfolio return. SUE values are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative percentiles, zero and 3 
positive percentiles. Text Sentiment is predicted announcing firm stock abnormal return by lasso regression, normalized to have 
zero mean and unit standard deviation. Controls are Log Market Size, Log Share Turnover, Log Book to Market and Analyst 
Coverage, all of which are defined in Chapter 1.
Close-to-Close AR
SUE            Negative < 33 pct. 0.003
(0.92)
Negative >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 6.580
(14.23)
Negative > 66 pct. 23.768
(11.21)
Positive < 33 pct. 3.068
(1.58)
Positive >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 5.810
(9.40)
Positive > 66 pct. 0.015
(0.43)
Controls yes
Constant 0.003
(0.42)
R2 0.08
N 20,586
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Table 2.7: Announcing firm volume. This table reports regression analysis of announcing firm volume predictability by earnings 
sentiment measures. The regression dependent variable is log trading volume of an announcing firm on the day of an 
announcement. Volume Text Sentiment is predicted announcing firm stock volume by lasso regression, normalized to have zero 
mean and unit standard deviation. Volume t-1 is a value of the dependent variable one day before an announcement. Avr Volume
m-1 is the average daily volume the month before an announcement. Week Day Dummies are dummies for each trading day of a 
week. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Volume
SUE -0.001
(0.06)
Volume Text Sentiment 23.353
(50.86)
Volume t-1 0.159
(11.05)
Avr Volume m -1 -0.213
(3.51)
Week Day Dummies yes
Constant 0.722
(61.96)
R2 0.15
N 18,082
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Table 2.8: Industries with high vs. low competition. This table reports industry portfolio returns’ predictability by the earnings 
sentiment measures for concentrated (HHI>85pct) and competitive (HHI<15pct) industries.  Regression dependent variable is an 
industry value-weighted portfolio return on the day of earnings announcement adjusted for the risk-free return. Each column 
represents a regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from 
Compustat. Same Analyst classification compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts during the 
previous calendar year. Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). SUE values 
are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative percentiles, zero and 3 positive percentiles. Text Sentiment is predicted announcing firm 
stock abnormal return by lasso regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Controls are Fama-French 
factors. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Panel A: Concentrated Industries
Same Hoberg &
SIC4 Analyst Phillips
Text Sentiment 0.0011 0.0004 -0.0002
(2.68) (1.00) (0.45)
SUE -0.001 -0.004 0.003
(0.42) (1.02) (3.42)
Controls yes yes yes
R2 0.43 0.43 0.41
N 3,150 2,859 2,787
Panel A: Competitive Industries
Same Hoberg &
SIC4 Analyst Phillips
Text Sentiment 0.0005 -0.0001 -0.0000
(1.55) (0.51) (0.07)
SUE -0.001 -0.003 -0.000
(1.74) (1.84) (0.33)
Controls yes yes yes
R2 0.61 0.64 0.70
N 3,145 2,865 2,787
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Table 2.9: SIC2 groups. This table lists industry groups used in the analysis of competitors’ reaction to an earnings 
announcement. These groups are based on SIC two-digit codes.
Code    Industry Title
01-09   Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing
10-14   Mining
15-17   Construction
20-39   Manufacturing
40-49   Transportation, Communications, Electric, Gas & Sanitary Services 50-51 Wholesale Trade
52-59   Retail Trade
60-67   Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
70-89   Services
91-99   Public Administration
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Table 2.10: Return predictability for industry peers for different industry groups in SIC2. This table reports industry portfolio 
returns’ predictability by earnings sentiment measures of an announcing firm in different SIC2 industry groups. Each column 
represents regression for particular industry grouping from Table 2.9. Dependent variable is industry portfolio return on the day 
of earnings announcement for a particular industry classification adjusted for the risk-free return. Text Sentiment is predicted 
announcing firm stock abnormal return by lasso regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Controls 
are Fama-French factors. Standard errors are clustered by day.
01-09 10-14 15-17 20-39 40-49 50-51 52-59 60-67 70-89 91-99
SUE 0.868 -0.000 -0.001 0.003 -0.001 -0.028 -0.009 -0.001 -0.000 1.344
(0.82) (1.70) (1.01) (1.52) (1.23) (0.54) (1.25) (3.43) (0.26) (1.12)
Text Sentiment 0.0026 0.0012 0.0039 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005 0.0007
(0.50) (1.42) (1.84) (1.55) (0.70) (1.76) (0.39) (0.47) (2.02) (0.29)
Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
R2 0.65 0.59 0.55 0.51 0.57 0.54 0.51 0.69 0.54 0.45
N 29 1,282 218 8,495 2,041 397 1,495 3,476 3,686 34
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Table 2.11: Return predictability for industry peers the following month. This table reports industry portfolio returns’ 
predictability by earnings sentiment measures of an announcing firm the month after an announcement. Dependent variable is 
industry portfolio return on the day of earnings announcement for an industry classification adjusted for the risk-free return. Each 
column represents regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code 
from Compustat. Same Analyst classification compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts 
during the previous calendar year. Correlated Returns represents groups of firms that have the most positively correlated returns 
in the previous 12 months before the announcement. Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and 
Phillips (2010). SUE values are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative percentiles, zero and 3 positive percentiles. Text Sentiment is 
predicted announcing firm stock abnormal return by lasso regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
Ann Firm Ret-Rf is risk adjusted return for an announcing firm the day of the announcement. SMB, HML, MKTRF and UMD
are Fama-French factors. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Same Correlated Hoberg & SIC4
SIC4 Analyst Returns Phillips (indirect test)
SUE                Negative < 33 pct. 0.002 -0.008 -0.042 -0.002
(0.74) (1.51) (1.83) (0.94)
Negative >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 0.209 -1.150 -0.390 0.776
(0.36) (1.88) (0.35) (1.39)
Negative > 66 pct. 1.255 0.089 3.331 3.082
(0.43) (0.03) (0.70) (1.18)
Positive < 33 pct. -0.713 3.346 2.984 -1.784
(0.28) (1.57) (0.69) (0.71)
Positive >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. -0.480 0.318 -0.998 0.088
(0.62) (0.44) (0.68) (0.12)
Positive > 66 pct. 0.023 0.037 0.075 0.006
(3.05) (2.79) (1.08) (0.30)
Text Sentiment 0.0003 -0.0002 0.0041 0.0002
(0.44) (0.46) (3.42) (0.30)
Ann Firm Ret-Rf 0.009
(0.94)
SMB 0.463 0.323 0.519 0.364 0.464
(12.57) (10.44) (8.39) (11.12) (12.61)
HML -0.058 -0.083 0.089 -0.030 -0.059
(2.06) (3.41) (1.88) (1.11) (2.09)
MKTRF 1.005 0.991 1.029 0.981 1.006
(60.12) (69.58) (37.54) (68.98) (60.19)
UMD -0.070 -0.044 -0.057 -0.055 -0.071
(4.93) (3.53) (2.31) (4.50) (4.95)
Constant 0.002 -0.000 0.000 0.002 0.464
(2.24) (0.50) (0.17) (2.51) 0.002
0.49 0.49 0.29 0.52 (2.57)
R2 15,701 18,153 11,034 14,762 0.49
N 0.002 -0.000 0.000 0.002 15,701
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Table 2.12: Return predictability for industry peers - first announcers. This table reports industry portfolio returns’ predictability 
by earnings sentiment measures of an announcing firm for the first 10% of announcers. Dependent variable is industry portfolio 
return on the day of earnings announcement for an industry classification adjusted for the risk-free return. Each column 
represents regression for a particular industry classification. SIC4 industry classification is based on four-digit SIC code from 
Compustat. Same Analyst classification compiles firms in groups if they were followed by the same group of analysts during 
the previous calendar year. Hoberg & Phillips is an industry classification borrowed from Hoberg and Phillips (2010). SUE 
values are divided onto 7 groups: 3 negative percentiles, zero and 3 positive percentiles. Text Sentiment is predicted announcing 
firm stock abnormal return by lasso regression, normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Ann Firm Ret-Rf is 
the risk adjusted return for an announcing firm the day of the announcement. SMB, HML, MKTRF and UMD are Fama-French 
factors. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Same Hoberg &
SIC4 Analyst Phillips
SUE            Negative < 33 pct. 0.001 -0.002 -0.006
(0.07) (0.10) (0.59)
Negative >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. -0.087 -0.581 -0.232
(0.13) (0.53) (0.28)
Negative > 66 pct. 2.533 2.342 2.641
(1.16) (0.81) (1.30)
Positive < 33 pct. -0.780 -0.915 -2.252
(0.43) (0.43) (1.05)
Positive >= 33 pct. < 66 pct. 0.053 -1.039 0.974
(0.08) (1.56) (1.09)
Positive > 66 pct. 0.093 0.020 0.156
(1.32) (0.34) (1.53)
Text Sentiment 0.002 -0.005 -0.027
(0.03) (0.09) (0.37)
SMB 0.189 0.171 0.324
(1.18) (1.33) (1.98)
HML 0.200 0.161 0.248
(1.44) (1.12) (1.61)
MKTRF 1.111 1.032 1.063
(14.66) (15.35) (15.69)
UMD -0.343 -0.334 -0.274
(3.43) (2.82) (2.41)
Constant 0.001 0.001 0.002
(1.42) (1.17) (1.63)
R2 0.52 0.53 0.50
N 1,666 1,509 1,443
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Chapter 3: Earnings Information Diffusion to the 
Option Market
3.1 Introduction 
Earnings announcements are the main source of company news which contain both anticipated and 
unexpected information. The unexpected information can be enough to considerably move firm’s stock 
price and affect its volatility. Earnings news with a substantial negative element of surprise cause 
investors to rapidly sell the underlying equity and sharply increases the risk of the stock price crash. 
Independently of the news sentiment, the price effect of the announcement may be larger than predicted 
leading to high, unexpected stock volatility. The purpose of this study is to determine the extent to which 
earnings announcement text sentiment reflects stock price crash risk and volatility spike estimates from 
options. As a result, I estimate earnings information flow to the option market.
This study continues the line of the text sentiment literature in the finance field. I divide the 
analysis in two parts. The first part demonstrates that information from earnings conference calls 
contributes to option trading. The second part presents main quantitative variables that drive text 
sentiment measures. 
For the purpose of this study, I estimate the risk of considerable price change by the slope of the 
option smirk curve for each announcing firm. Though model dependent, this measure is widely used as an 
indicator of crash risk (Dumas, Fleming and Whaley (1998), Bates (2000), Pan (2002)). The intuition 
behind this method is pretty straightforward—when investors face bad news about firm fundamentals, 
they tend to buy more put options relative to other option contracts. Deep out-of-the-money puts are much 
more sensitive to stock crashes than at-the-money calls leading to higher volatility smirk when bad news 
is more severe. Therefore, steeper slope of option smirk curve signals high stock price crash risk.
Option investors anticipate high volatility on earnings announcement day and adjust option prices 
accordingly (Patell and Wolfson (1984)). I measure unexpected volatility that day as return of at-the-
money zero-delta straddle portfolio of options. This return represents volatility mispricing and has the 
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least directional exposure to the underlying stock.  Since straddle value increases with volatility of 
underlying equity, straddle returns measure earnings announcement volatility relative to volatility’s 
expected level. Assuming volatility is proportional to information flow, straddle returns indicate whether 
more news is released than anticipated by option traders.
The main finding of this study is that earnings announcement sentiment contributes to unexpected 
stock volatility and price crash risk. One standard deviation of text sentiment calculated for straddle 
portfolio returns explains 52 basis points of straddle returns after controlling for equity information flow 
from earnings conference call and options’ market variables. Also, earnings conference calls provide 
valuable information regarding the possibility of stock crush. Here, one standard deviation of text 
sentiment captures 44 basis points in option volatility smirk value. These results support the intuitive 
expectation that part of earnings news is primarily related to the unexpected firm fundamental risk. 
Dipper analysis reveals that text sentiment values are higher for firms that have higher information 
uncertainty for investors and generally higher around crisis year 2008. Therefore, the most likely 
quantitative variables captured by text sentiment measures are year of earnings conference call, firm size 
and analyst coverage.
A possible drawback of the analysis presented in this study is that equity text sentiment has 
interrelation with option market sentiment measures since they are constructed from the same text of 
earnings call transcripts. As literature on text sentiment show high correlation between text sentiment and 
stock prices, it is not surprising that I find similar correlation for option sentiment measures based on 
implied volatilities. Therefore, all results presented in this paper are adjusted for the effects of equity 
related sentiment. 
This study contributes to the financial literature in two ways. First, it extends the horizon of 
quantitative information covered by text sentiment measure. Current literature on text sentiment deals 
with equity price and volume affected by news sentiment (Antweiler et al. (2004), Tetlock (2007), 
Tetlock et. al. (2008), Groß-Klußmann and Hautsch (2010) and many others). This study widens text 
sentiment analysis to the option market. I document that text sentiment incorporates information on 
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unexpected stock price volatility and future crash risk the day of earnings announcement, which is 
predominantly traded through options. Second, this study contributes to the growing literature of 
forecasting stock price crash risk (Chen, Hong and Stein (2001) among many others). Researchers argue 
that managers tend to accumulate bad news and hide it from investors. This leads to bad news becoming 
public all at once resulting in a price crush (Jin and Myers (2006), Hutton, Marcus, and Tehranian (2009), 
Kim and Zhang (2010), Kim, Li and Zang (2011)). Earnings conference calls are one of the mechanisms 
to increase the information transparency of a company. Therefore, verbal signals from these conferences 
are a great source of news regarding future sudden price changes. Because text sentiment measure 
summarizes hidden quantitative variables, it improves current models of predicting stock price crash risk. 
Although, I illustrated that firm size and stock liquidity are among quantitative information translated to 
the sentiment measure, the nature of its predictive power is not fully explained by observed quantitative 
variables. Therefore, verbal signals from these calls are a great source of news regarding future sudden 
price changes. Because text sentiment measure summarizes hidden quantitative variables, it improves on 
the existing models predictability of stock price’s crash risk.
In the next section I describe in detail the design of the text sentiment measures and other variables. 
Section 3 presents evidence of the high explanatory power of earnings sentiments. Section 4 defines the 
driving source for text sentiment predictability, and Section 5 concludes.
3.2 Data, Variable Construction and Methodology 
This study is based on the sample of firms that have earnings conference calls transcripts and US 
listed options on their equities. Transcripts are downloaded from seekingalpha.com and cover the years 
from 2006 to 2010. Option data is taken from Option Metrics database. Control variables come from 
CRSP, IBES and TAQ databases.
Earnings conference calls transcripts are the main source of earnings news converted to the textual 
form. I explore textual analysis to capture information from earnings call that is related to unexpected 
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stock volatility and stock crush risk, separately.25 Since dictionary methods are not very useful here, as 
they predict direction rather than values, I rely on supervised learning method such as lasso regression. 
Note that earnings conference calls are held the same day as earnings announcements in more than 80% 
of cases. Therefore, I use earnings conference call day as earnings announcement day for the purpose of 
this study.
3.2.1 Unexpected Stock Volatility 
Unexpected stock volatility on announcement day is estimated by return of at-the-money zero-delta 
straddle portfolio of options to avoid model dependence and exposure to the directional moves of the 
underlying stock.
Straddle portfolio is constructed from the most actively-traded options with time to expiration 
between 13 to 45 days after earnings conference calls. To calculate portfolio returns I choose the call-put 
pair closest to the at-the-money (ATM) point with absolute delta between 0.3 and 0.7. The portfolio is 
constructed from one call option and as many put options as needed to make the delta-neutral position. 
Formally:
where Ct and Pt are prices of selected call and put options the day t.       is the ratio of call 
and put option deltas the same day. Option prices are defined as quote midpoints. All data is taken from 
Option Metrics, which computes deltas via the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein (1979) binomial tree model.
Straddle returns are calculated based on the price at which the portfolio can be purchased at the end 
of day t-1 and then sold at the end of the next day t. Therefore, portfolio returns are defined as following:
Before constructing straddle returns I delete stocks-days with stock prices below five dollars or 
with positive option volume on less than 80 days per year. Also, I apply the following filters to option 
                                                          
25 Unexpected stock volatility and stock crash risk are used as dependent variables in the lasso regression on the normalized 
vector of words from earnings conference call transcripts. The whole procedure is described in the first chapter Appendix B.
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data: 
 an option bid price should be larger than ten cents; 
 Option Metrics deltas should be well defined; 
 an option bid-ask spread should be less than 50% of the price. 
3.2.2 Stock Price Crash Risk 
Stock price crash risk is measured by the slope of the option smirk curve for each announcing firm. 
I approximate the slope by the difference between out-of-the-money put and at-the-money call options’ 
implied volatilities (following Xing, Zhang, and Zhao (2010)).
Formally, implied volatility smirk is defined as:
where IVOTMPut and IVATMCall implied volatilities of OTM (out-of-the-money) puts and ATM (at-the-
money) calls, respectively. A put option is defined as OTM when the ratio of strike price to the stock 
price is in the interval (0.80; 0.95), and a call option is defined as ATM when the ratio of strike price to 
the stock price is in the interval (0.95; 1.05). To ensure that options have enough liquidity, I only include 
options that have at least 5 trading contracts on the announcement day and have time to expiration 
between 10 and 60 days. If a stock has more than one OTM put or ATM call contracts the day of 
announcement I compute a volume-weighted average implied volatility for put or call options.
Following the methodology of Goyal and Saretto (2009) and Cao and Wei (2010), before 
calculating implied volatility smirk I deleted observations with such characteristics as:
 ask price lower than or equal to the bid price; 
 interest equal to zero; 
 there are missing values for prices, implied volatilities or deltas; 
 price is lower than $3 and bid-ask spread is below $0.05, or price is equal or higher than $3 
and bid-ask spread is below $0.10. 
Note that results are robust if I avoid this filtering.
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3.2.3 Other Variables Definitions 
I constructed the following variables for regression analysis. Unless it is specified otherwise, each 
variable is calculated the day of earnings conference call.
UnVol text sentiment, Crash Risk text sentiment, Ret text sentiment, and IdVol text sentiment:
These are variables predicted by lasso regression for straddle return (unexpected 
volatility), volatility smirk (stock crash risk), stock return, and idiosyncratic volatility, 
respectively. Straddle return and volatility smirk are defined above. Stock return is taken 
from CRSP daily database. While idiosyncratic volume is measured as standard deviation of 
the difference between stock return and SPY index return within the announcement day 
using TAQ data.
Idiosyncratic volatility is stock idiosyncratic volatility the day of earnings conference call calculated on 
intraday data from TAQ.
Mean implied volatility is measured as mean value of implied volatilities for call and put options in the 
straddle portfolio.
Amihud illiquidity is defined using the following formula:
Mean spread is equal to the mean value of bid-ask spreads normalized by option midpoints for call and 
put options in the straddle portfolio.
Mean delta is the mean value of option deltas for call and put options in the straddle portfolio.
Log Option volume is the natural logarithm of trading volume for all option contracts on the market.
3.3 Option Market Information Flow 
First empirical specification is designed to test whether earnings conference calls emit information 
solely for the volatility traders. The test is based on straddle portfolio return variation on the day of 
earnings announcement. Though straddles represent a small portion of option market strategies 
(Lakonishok, Lee, Pearson and Poteshman (2007)), they give us the ideal settings to study investors 
trading due to stock volatility information. If earnings text sentiments measure, estimated directly for 
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straddles’ return, explains their cross-sectional variation the day of announcement, then we can conclude 
that part of earnings news is incorporated by volatility traders on the option market. 
Clearly, changes in stock price affect options’ parameters. We might have that textual information 
related to the equity market influence option market as well. Thus, we need to account for this indirect 
impact in the search for the pure earnings news for option traders. Consequently, I include stock price text 
sentiment in the regressions for straddle returns (Ret text sentiment). This text sentiment measure is 
estimated on the same earnings call transcript related to the straddle portfolio. Therefore, it represents 
earnings equity related textual news that might drive options’ price behavior. Also, regression involves 
variables that capture straddle return variation due to stock liquidity and price volatility and standard 
option market controls. 
As can be seen from Table 3.1 column 2, earnings news has strong information content for 
volatility traders. Straddle text sentiment explains 52 basis points of contemporaneous values for straddle 
portfolio return. At the same time all this information is covered by stock idiosyncratic volatility text 
sentiment. After including this sentiment measure in the regression, straddle text sentiment loses its 
explanatory power. This is not surprising since both sentiment measures represent earnings information 
content about stock volatility. While stock idiosyncratic volatility text sentiment includes all earnings 
sentiment that translates into equity volatility, straddle text sentiment explains only the unexpected part. 
Therefore, the former encompasses the later earnings sentiment. 
Next, I investigate the informational role of earnings reports in variation of equity crash risk. The 
short period of earnings announcement is one of the most probable time for news that leads to future 
stock price crashes since earnings reports reveal extensive financial information of a company. As 
mentioned by Kim, Li and Zang (2011), managers tend to postpone bad news till the moment when it is 
costly or impossible to do so. Therefore, it is rather common for all the bad news to arrive at once and 
most commonly the bad news will be revealed during the earnings announcement. Even if this news is 
hidden in financial report, we can expect that managers or analysts will mention some words about them. 
Therefore, text sentiment measure is the most suitable instrument to capture these signs of future price 
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crash. Since the option market provides ways to trade on any beliefs about stock price behavior, option 
traders are presumably the first to react on such information. 
For this test, I employ option volatility smirk as a measure of stock price crash risk. Addressing the 
same concern as in the previous test, I include stock price and idiosyncratic volatility text sentiments in 
the regression. Analysis from Table 3.2 suggests that earnings conference calls are a significant source of 
news about future sudden prices’ behavior. One standard deviation of text sentiment captures 44 basis 
points of option volatility smirk value.
3.4 What Is Captured by Option Market Text Sentiment?
The main result of the first chapter is that news text sentiment is mostly represented by hidden 
quantitative information about related variable. For instance, the time of the earnings conference call 
defines trading volume of the related stock. After including time as a separate control in the regression 
analysis, we see significant decrease in text sentiment explanatory power for stock volume on the day of 
the conference call. Therefore, we might ask what numerical information is likely collected by text 
sentiment measures calculated for unexpected stock volatility and crash risk.
Both sentiment measures estimate textual information for option variables driven by stock implied 
volatility.  Implied volatility is directly connected to the stock’s current volatility and has been associated 
with the future financial uncertainty of a firm.  The two most known firm characteristics that represent 
this uncertainty are firm size and analyst coverage. Although I eliminate all numbers from the text of 
earnings call transcripts and make the analysis independent from the length of a conference call, text 
sentiment measures might indirectly collect quantitative information about these firm parameters.  Firms 
with small analyst coverage or firm size are more likely to have conference calls with a shortened 
‘questions and answers’ period since they are more likely to invite fewer analysts to their calls and these 
analysts might be less meticulous in their questions. 26 In this case, we will not find many words that 
characterize analysts’ questions or managers’ answers during such calls in their transcripts and 
                                                          
26 Note that the main analysis is built on the texts of whole conference calls and they don’t include conference participants’ 
names.
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corresponding vectors of words used in the lasso regression. Lasso regression analysis can distinguish this 
pattern. Table 3.3 supports the intuition. It reports strong negative correlations between a number of 
invited analysts to a conference call, length of a conference call and option variables of interest and their 
lasso estimations. 
Also, the crisis years 2007-2008 might cause firms to concentrate more attention on assurance of 
their business stability. Not surprisingly, we observe higher predicted stock price volatility and risk of 
stock price crashes around these years (Table 3.4). 
The text patterns discussed above affect lasso regression outcomes. As a result, we can see clear 
trends in predicted values of stock unexpected volatilities and crash risk presented in tables 3.5 and 3.6. 
We can see that both text sentiment values are negatively correlated with firm size. As might be expected, 
lower analyst coverage leads to higher unexpected volatility. Note that stock share turnover also defines 
crash sentiment value. I estimate share turnover as natural logarithm of annual traded share volume of a 
firm divided by its shares outstanding at the end of the preceding calendar year. Although the relation 
with the text of earnings calls is less obvious, it might be an indirect effect of firm size or other 
parameters connected to firm higher risks and stock illiquidity.
Driven by the same logic as in the first chapter, I include these controls in the main regressions. 
First, I consider them as additional explanatory variables individually and then all together. As can be 
found in the Tables 3.7 and 3.8, both text sentiment measures decrease their predictive power after the 
inclusion of additional regression variables. Unexpected volatility text sentiment even becomes 
insignificant. These results support the hypothesis that earnings call information to the option market has 
a predominantly quantitative nature.  
3.5 Conclusion 
This study gives another example that text sentiment measures convey mostly quantitative 
information. First, it shows that earnings text sentiment captures main quantitative information for 
volatility traders. It is highly correlated with firm size and analyst coverage. Historically, these firm 
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parameters speak for elevated investors’ uncertainty about a firm’s future stock price. Therefore, these 
stocks are more likely to have high values of unexpected volatility on the day of announcement.  Second, 
it conveys additional information about the probability of stock price crash. Although in this case firm 
size and stocks share turnover define earnings sentiment explanatory power, there is additional 
quantitative information summarized by sentiment variables that still needs to be discovered.
The study’s findings serve as evidence that earnings announcements emit separate information flow 
to option traders. This information flow is more pronounced during financial crisis, years of high 
uncertainty on the equity market. Analyzing sentiment effect of earnings announcements on the option 
market, this study illustrates an additional horizon where textual analysis can improve predictive models 
as a proxy for omitted quantitative variables.
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3.6 Tables 
Table 3.1: Unexpected volatility. This table reports the text sentiment explanatory power for unexpected stock volatility. 
Regression dependent variable is a return of at-the-money straddle portfolio on the day of an earnings call. UnVol text 
sentiment, IdVol text sentiment and Ret text sentiment are predicted straddle portfolio return, stock idiosyncratic volatility and 
stock return on the day of a conference call by lasso regression. Lag straddle return is the straddle portfolio return one trading 
day before an earnings call. Mean implied volatility, Mean delta and Mean spread are mean values for portfolio’s put and call 
options implied volatilities, deltas, and normalized by midpoint spreads. Amihud illiquidity is defined in Section 2.3. Standard 
errors are clustered by day.
Unexpected Volatility
UnVol text sentiment 0.0099 0.0052 0.0013
(5.31) (2.88) (0.75)
IdVol text sentiment 0.0927
(19.86)
Ret text sentiment -0.0046 -0.0039
(1.87) (1.62)
Lag straddle ret -0.104 -0.122 -0.089
(5.88) (6.86) (5.15)
Mean implied volatility -0.152 -0.332
(10.68) (19.41)
Amihud illiquidity 0.272 0.129
(9.08) (4.64)
Mean spread 0.121 0.096
(10.19) (10.35)
Mean delta -0.049 -0.031
(2.74) (1.87)
Constant 0.004 -0.006 0.133
(1.39) (1.02) (13.56)
R2 0.01 0.04 0.13
N 14,842 13,231 12,830
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Table 3.2: Stock crash risk. This table reports the text sentiment explanatory power for option volatility smirk (stock crash risk). 
Regression dependent variable is option volatility smirk defined as difference between OTM put and ATM call options’ implied 
volatilities on the day of an earnings call.  Crash Risk text sentiment and IdVol text sentiment are predicted option volatility 
smirk (crash risk) and stock idiosyncratic volatility on the day of earnings conference call by lasso regression. Log option 
volume is trading volume for all option contracts on the market on the call day. Lag stock return is stock return on the day 
before the conference call. Idiosyncratic volatility is calculated using TAQ data the day of the earnings call. Monday-Thursday 
are weekday dummies. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Stock Crash Risk
Crash Risk text sentiment 0.0052 0.0044 0.0044
(7.69) (6,42) (6.46)
IdVol text sentiment 0.0044 0.0044
(3.41) (3.41)
Lag option volatility smirk 0.275 0.281 0.280 0.272
(10.76) (11.08) (11.04) (10.75)
Log option volume -0.003 -0.003 -0.003
(4.72) (5.41) (5.14)
Lag stock return -0.086 -0.084 -0.083
(2.50) (2.56) (2.53)
Idiosyncratic volatility 1.751 0.997 0.218
(2.70) (1.53) (0.33)
Monday -0.001 -0.001 -0.001
(0.35) (0.25) (0.29)
Tuesday -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
(0.62) (0.54) (0.65)
Wednesday -0.003 -0.002 -0.002
(0.88) (0.81) (0.87)
Thursday -0.005 -0.005 -0.005
(1.68) (1.70) (1.76)
Constant 0.046 0.071 0.075 0.074
(26.74) (11.50) (11.80) (11.79)
R2 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.15
N 5,586 5,474 5,474 5,474
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Table 3.3: Correlation between option variables and conference transcript parameters. This table reports correlations between 
unexpected stock volatility (straddle return) and stock price crash risk (option volatility smirk) and earnings conference calls 
parameters. UnVol text sentiment and Crash Risk text sentiment are values of text sentiments for straddle portfolio return and 
volatility smirk estimated by lasso regression. Analyst Number represents the number of analysts participated on the earnings 
call. Total conference length and Q&A Length represent the number of words used during the whole conference and the 
question and answers period of the call, respectively.
UnVol text 
sentiment
Analyst 
Number
Total 
Conference 
Length Q&A Length
Unexpected volatility 0.04*** -0.06*** -0.03*** -0.03***
UnVol text sentiment 1 -0.15*** -0.05*** -0.07***
Crash Risk 
text 
sentiment
Analyst 
Number
Total 
Conference 
Length Q&A Length
Crash risk 0.14*** -0.06*** -0.02 -0.03**
Crash Risk text sentiment 1 -0.09*** -0.02 -0.06***
*** 1% significance level
** 5% significance level
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Table 3.4: Year effect. This table reports means and medians of option text sentiments on subsamples of earnings conference 
calls for each year.  Unexpected Volatility text sentiment and Crash Risk text sentiment are values of text sentiments for 
straddle portfolio return and option volatility smirk estimated by lasso regression.
Unexpected Volatility Text Sentiment
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Mean -0.16 -0.06 0.08 0.01 -0.09
Median -0.15 -0.08 0.05 0 -0.11
Obs 476 1712 5374 4119 3268
Crash Risk text sentiment
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Mean 0.05 0.10 0.17 -0.14 -0.17
Median -0.04 -0.003 0.14 -0.21 -0.22
Obs 317 1785 1448 1242 1521
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Table 3.5: Unexpected volatility text sentiment and firm parameters This table reports mean and median values of unexpected 
volatility text sentiment on subsamples of earnings conference calls based on the firms’ sizes, analyst coverage, and shares’
turnover deciles. UnVol text sentiment represents text sentiment for straddle portfolio return estimated by lasso regression. Size
is measured as the natural logarithm of a firm’s market equity at the end of previous calendar year. Analyst coverage is the 
number of distinct analysts following a firm in the last financial quarter before the announcement. Share Turnover is the natural 
logarithm of the sum of share volume during a previous year divided by shares outstanding.   
Size
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80th >80th
mean 0.21 0.15 0.07 -0.10 -0.33
median 0.20 0.14 0.02 -0.11 -0.34
obs 2433 2435 2433 2433 2431
Analyst Coverage
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80th >80th
mean 0.14 0.16 0.03 -0.12 -0.26
median 0.11 0.12 -0.004 -0.13 -0.27
obs 2989 2207 2480 2225 2264
Share Turnover
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80th >80th
mean -0.001 0.05 0.02 0.02 -0.09
median -0.02 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.10
obs 2434 2433 2433 2435 2430
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Table 3.6: Crash risk text sentiment and firm parameters. This table reports mean and median values of crash risk text sentiment 
for subsamples of earnings conference calls based on the size, analyst coverage, and share turnover deciles. Crash Risk text 
sentiment represents volatility smirk text sentiment estimated by lasso regression. Size is measured as the natural logarithm of a 
firm’s market equity at the end of previous calendar year. Analyst coverage is the number of distinct analysts following a firm in 
the last financial quarter before the announcement. Share Turnover is the natural logarithm of the sum of share volume during a 
previous year divided by shares outstanding.   
Size
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80 >80th
mean 0.24 0.02 -0.07 -0.15 -0.03
median 0.15 -0.07 -0.14 -0.17 -0.08
obs 1263 1265 1261 1264 1260
Analyst Coverage
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80 >80th
mean 0.21 -0.01 -0.07 -0.04 -0.21
median 0.12 -0.05 -0.09 -0.11 -0.26
obs 1676 1252 1171 1131 1083
Share Turnover
20th 20-40th 40-60th 60-80 >80th
mean 0.06 -0.01 0.02 -0.04 -0.03
median 0.003 -0.05 -0.04 -0.11 -0.08
obs 1265 1261 1262 1263 1262
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Table 3.7: Effect of information asymmetry controls on unexpected volatility text sentiment explanatory power. This table 
reports the insignificant effect of unexpected volatility text sentiment when information asymmetry controls are included in the 
regression. Regression dependent variable is the return of at-the-money straddle portfolio on the day of an earnings call. UnVol 
text sentiment and Ret text sentiment are predicted straddle portfolio return and stock return on the day of the conference call
by lasso regression. Lag straddle return is straddle portfolio return one trading day before the earnings call. Mean implied 
volatility, mean delta, and mean spread are mean values for the portfolio’s put and call options implied volatilities, deltas, and
normalized by midpoint spreads. Amihud illiquidity is defined in Section 2.3. Size is measured as the natural logarithm of a 
firm’s market equity at the end of previous calendar year. Analyst coverage is the number of distinct analysts following a firm in 
the last financial quarter before the announcement. Share turnover is the natural logarithm of the sum of share volume during a 
previous year divided by shares outstanding.   
Unexpected Volatility
UnVol text sentiment 0.0024 0.0028 0.0020
(1.20) (1.40) (0.97)
Ret text sentiment -0.0050 -0.0047 -0.0052
(1.99) (1.88) (2.03)
Lag straddle ret -0.117 -0.119 -0.119
(6.02) (6.09) (6.08)
Mean implied volatility -0.181 -0.167 -1.19
(10.92) (10.89) (11.28)
Amihud illiquidity 0.301 0.299 0.316
(9.46) (9.30) (9.98)
Mean spread 0.113 0.119 0.11
(7.35) (7.66) (6.75)
Mean delta -0.049 -0.051 -0.048
(2.44) (2.51) (2.39)
Year dummies no no yes
Size -0.006 -0.006
(3.32) (2.75)
Share turnover 0.002
(0.47)
Analyst coverage -0.001 -0.000
(3.34) (1.19)
Constant 0.142 0.005 0.149
(3.01) (0.57) (3.13)
R2 0.04 0.04 0.04
N 10,829 10,829 10,829
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Table 3.8: Effect of information asymmetry controls on crash risk text sentiment explanatory power. This table reports the 
insignificant effect of crash risk text sentiment when information asymmetry controls are included in the regression. Regression 
dependent variable is option volatility smirk defined as difference between OTM put and ATM call options’ implied volatilities 
on the day of an earnings conference call. Crash Risk text sentiment and IdVol text sentiment are predicted option volatility 
smirk and stock idiosyncratic volatility by lasso regression. Log option volume is trading volume for all option contracts on the 
market on the earnings call day. Lag stock return is stock return the day before conference call. Idiosyncratic volatility is 
calculated using TAQ data the day of the earnings call. Monday-Thursday are weekday dummies. Size is measured as the 
natural logarithm of a firm’s market equity at the end of previous calendar year. Analyst coverage is the number of distinct 
analysts following a firm in the last financial quarter before the announcement. Share Turnover is the natural logarithm of the 
sum of share volume during a previous year divided by shares outstanding. Standard errors are clustered by day.
Stock Crash Risk
Crash Risk text sentiment 0.0041 0.0040 0.0040
(5.48) (5.40) (5.44)
IdVol text sentiment 0.0056 0.0049 0.0054
(3.59) (3.35) (3.40)
Lag option volatility smirk 0.261 0.262 0.259
(9.61) (9.72) (9.54)
Log option volume ecc -0.002 -0.003
(3.75) (3.51)
Lag stock return -0.088 -0.088 -0.088
(2.58) (2.56) (2.63)
IdVolECC 1.059 0.659 1.305
(1.39) (0.89) (1.56)
Weekday dummies yes Yes yes
Year dummies no no yes
Size 0.03 0.002
(3.19) (1.79)
Share turnover -0.004 -0.003
(3.33) (1.71)
Analyst coverage -0.000
(0.73)
Constant 0.022 0.055 0.023
(1.31) (6.60) (1.30)
R2 0.15 0.15 0.15
N 4730 4730 4,730
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Appendix A: Text preprocessing
This appendix reports details about how a call transcript is transformed into a numeric vector that 
serves as an input to text sentiment algorithms. The approach we follow here is standard in the natural 
language processing (NLP) literature. 
All distinct words contained in all transcripts form a dictionary or a “feature space.” Each transcript 
is represented as a numeric vector in the feature space. Each element of the vector is the normalized 
frequency of a dictionary word in a transcript. The vector is sparse and most values are zeros, as most 
dictionary words are contained only in few transcripts. 
In practice, several steps are taken to reduce dictionary size by merging words with the same 
meaning but different spelling. Only words that are nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are considered. 
WordNet package for Python employs a dictionary search to determine a part of speech and returns 
word’s “lemma,” the initial form of a word as in any English dictionary. For instance, a lemma for the 
verb “increased” is “increase.” To further reduce dictionary size, we use the same lemma for all parts of 
speech. A word is excluded if it is missing from the WordNet dictionaries, typically because of a typo. 
Negation before a word can reverse its sentiment. We separate words with and without negation. 
Following Pang et al. (2002), we put a "NEG_" tag for each word that goes after the negation (e.g., "not," 
"didn’t") and before the closest punctuation mark. To avoid overfitting, lemmas that appear in less than 
1% or more than in 99% of all transcripts are excluded. The final dictionary contains about 6500 
words/lemmas. For robustness, we also tried “steaming” and bigrams with little change in the results. 
Steaming is a process in which we merge together the lemmas for different parts of speech by cutting the 
common endings. 
The data can be represented as a table where each column is a dictionary word and each row is a 
document. Each cell contains word frequency, i.e. how many times a particular word was used in a 
particular document. Most cells are zeros. We then normalize the data in two steps. First, values in each 
column/word are normalized between 0 and 1 by dividing by the largest frequency for a given word 
among all documents. E.g. if a word “congratulation” was mentioned at most five times, each frequency 
of this word will be divided by five.  Second, to account for different document length, we apply the 
square norm (l2-norm) to each document. Each cell value is squared and then all cells in a given 
row/document are divided by a square root of the sum of squared cells. Thus, each document has a unit 
square norm after this step. These steps are standard in the NLP literature. For Lasso, additional 
normalization is required to make all the covariates/words to have zero mean and unit variance.  
After the normalization step, the data can be now used as input to SVM and Lasso algorithms.
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Appendix B: Lasso regression approach
Lasso is the most popular approach for problems where an independent variable is continuous and 
the number of covariates is too large (relative to the number of observations). Lasso builds on an old and 
powerful idea of regularization (or shrinkage): a researcher has the strong Bayesian prior that each 
coefficient is zero unless the data strongly suggest otherwise.
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The cost function is the same as in an OLS regression, but a linear penalty is added for non-zero 
coefficients except for the intercept. The linear penalty is convenient because it makes all insignificant 
coefficients (betas) exactly zero. If a word is unimportant, it has a zero contribution to text sentiment. 
Lambda balances cost and penalty and is determined by cross validation. Specifically, we make a 
grid of values for lambda and choose the value that minimizes the mean square error on the full sample 
and results in at least 3% of words with non-zero coefficients. We keep at least 3% (about 200) of features 
because for many of intraday regressions with little predictability the cross-validation implies zero 
weights for all features.  
For cross-validation, the sample is split into five non-overlapping parts of about equal size by 
calendar time. Documents from each calendar day belong to only one part. As in classic cross-validation, 
we estimate a model on four parts and make an out-of-sample prediction for the remaining part. As a 
result, we get separate out-of-sample confident estimates and predicted values for each part.    
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Appendix C: Support vector machines (SVM) 
approach
Support vector machines (SVM) are the most popular classification algorithm. Although variables 
of interest are continuous in our case, they can be discretized based on sample median to make it a 
classification problem.
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SVM consists of piece-wise linear cost function (like a payoff of a call option) and a quadratic 
penalty function. SVM can be computed efficiently for large non-linear classification problems and 
performs well empirically. Computationally-efficient algorithms for both SVM and Lasso are available in 
most languages including Python and C++. Lambda is found by cross-validation in the same way as for 
Lasso.
Based on SVM coefficients the classification decision is based on the sign of the linear function 
ii xxF  )( . We use this value as SVM’s prediction for the variable of interest, thus making a 
transition back from a classification to a regression. 
